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ABSTRACT
The principle objective of this dissertation is to investigate the fundamental
properties of electromagnetic wave interactions with artificially fabricated materials i.e.,
m etam aterials for application in advanced stealth technology called electromagnetic
cloaking. The main goal is to theoretically design a m etam aterial shell around an
object th at completely eliminates the dipolar and higher order multipolar scattering,
thus making the object invisible.
In this context, we developed a quasi-effective medium theory that determines
the optical properties of multi-layered-composites beyond the quasi-static limit. The
proposed theory exactly reproduces the far-field scattering/extinction cross sections
through an iterative process in which mode-dependent quasi-effective impedances
of the composite system are introduced. In the large wavelength limit, our theory
is consistent with Maxwell-Garnett formalism. Possible applications in determining
the hybridization particle resonances of multi-shell structures and electromagnetic
cloaking are identified.
This dissertation proposes a multi-shell generic cloaking system. A transparency
condition independent of the object’s optical and geometrical properties is proposed
in the quasi-static regime of operation. The suppression of dipolar scattering is
dem onstrated in both cylindrically and spherically symmetric systems. A realistic
tunable low-loss shell design is proposed based on the composite metal-dielectric shell.

The effects due to dissipation and dispersion on the overall scattering cross-section
are thoroughly evaluated. It is shown that a strong reduction of scattering by a factor
of up to 103 can be achieved across the entire optical spectrum. Full wave numerical
simulations for complex shaped particle are performed to validate the analytical theory.
The proposed design does not require optical magnetism and is generic in the sense
th at it is independent of the object’s material and geometrical properties.
A generic quantum cloak analogous to the optical cloak is also proposed. The
transparency conditions required for the shells to cloak an object impinged by a low
energy beam of particles are derived. A realistic cloaking system with semiconductor
material shells is studied.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 M otivation
According to Fermat’s principle, in a homogeneous optical space, light travels
as straight lines. If the refractive index varies due to inhomogeneities, the optical
paths are no longer straight lines, but are curved. This distortion of the optical paths
can be used to create optical illusions such as concentrating light at a particular region
or, the opposite, an area void of light. An im portant question to address is, how to
design the optical properties of the materials such that they enable us to manipulate
light at will?
The answer to this question lies in the fact th at Maxwell’s equations are
invariant under coordinate transformations. For instance, if flat space is transformed
in to a curved space, then light rays precisely comply with the transformed space
and they bend in accordance (see Figure 1.1). Mathematically, if / = f ( x , y ) is
a transform ation th a t maps a flat space into a curved space / = w(u, v), then
the transform ation invariance assures th at light rays track curved paths along the
coordinate lines analogously as if it travels in an effective media with refraction index
n' = y/e'n' that is dependent on the transformation. This equivalence principle is the
fundamental concept th at facilitates the effect of electromagnetic invisibility. The use
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2
of transformation of coordinates for obtaining spatial variations in optical parameters
evolved into a new area of study referred to as Transformation Optics (TO) [1].
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Figure 1.1: (a)Homogeneous optical space, and (b) Curved coordinate system
representing the desirable light paths th at evolve around an object.

One can ask if such designed materials (due to coordinate transformation) are
readily available in nature. The answer is not necessarily positive. However, the
developing trends in nanotechnology and sub-wavelength optics now open doors for the
development of such artificial materials-electromagnetic metamaterials-ov artificially
engineered composite materials that possess a wide range of optical properties which
are difficult to find in nature.
Recently, electromagnetic cloaking or invisibility has received significant at
tention from the scientific community. Several methods have been proposed to cloak
macroscopic and microscopic objects: TO and elimination of dipolar scattering being
widely used. Both of these approaches are based on engineering a specific material
shell(s) around an object to render it invisible for external observers.
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Transformation optics places no limit on the size of the object being cloaked
and, in principle can provide perfect cloaking (both am plitude and phase of the
incident wave being recovered). However, this approach demands m aterials with
exceedingly large refractive indices and designs of complex materials. Furthermore,
associated imperfections due to impedance mismatch and metal-dielectric losses would
affect substantially the device’s performance. New optical transform ations must be
investigated to determine the optimum material properties for achieving near-perfect
invisibility.
On the other hand, designs th a t rely on eliminating dipolar scattering are
simpler and do not necessitate high refractive indices and magnetism. However, the
designs considered in the literature are not generic and could cloak only objects whose
sizes are less than, and sometimes comparable, to the wavelength of the impinging
electromagnetic waves. Another im portant drawback in these systems is th at each
design is object dependent, which makes it incapable of cloaking objects with complex
shapes and diverse optical properties. Therefore, it is im portant to design cloaking
systems th a t can conceal a large range of objects without putting any constraints on
the object’s geometrical or material properties.
This dissertation studies achieving cloaking by elimination of scattering from
an arbitrary object. A set of transparency conditions independent of the object are
derived for both cylindrically and spherically symmetric systems. Most importantly, as
a material realization of our cloaking system, we propose a zero index lowloss-tunable
shell design based on metal-dielectric composites. Our results show that the proposed
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design can achieve cloaking across the entire optical spectral range and can decrease
the scattering-cross section of the object by a factor of up to 103.

1.2 Previous Work
The concept of invisibility fascinated humans for centuries. It has also been the
central idea of many works of science fiction and fantasy [2]. However, the first known
account of a scientific publication on the invisibility concept was due to Lord Rayleigh
[3]. He stated th a t non-uniform illumination was responsible for the visibility of a
transparent object. He argued th at if a transparent object is illuminated uniformly,
it would be invisible to the observer. This idea was experimentally demonstrated by
Wood in 1902 by placing a small glass sphere in a hollow globe with internal walls
coated with “Balmain’s luminious paint” [4], He also claims that an arbitrary object
can be made invisible to the incident monochromatic light by making its refractive
index the same as th a t of air.
Recently, Pendry et al. [5] used transformational optics to design an electromag
netic metamaterial (EMM) shell that can bend light rays around an object. However,
the design require optical magnetism and anisotropic materials, thus necessitating
complex m etam aterial designs for the shell. The design proposed in Ref. [5] was
successfully verified initially by numerical simulations [6], followed by an experimental
dem onstration at microwave frequencies [7]. Nevertheless, Pendy’s design utilizes
metamaterials with sub-wavelength plasmonic split-ring resonators which makes its
implementation at optical frequencies infeasible. Cai et al. [8] proposed an alternative
design th a t relaxes the requirement of optical magnetism to achieve cloaking using
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the TO approach. This design still requires anistropic permittivity profile, which was
realized using thin metallic wires placed along the radial direction in a dielectric host.
On the other hand, Leonhardt et al. [9] based on conformal mapping, designed
an isotropic clocking system with spatially dependent refractive index around an
object, achieving invisibility in the ray approximation. However, this design demands
very high refractive index profiles for the cloak. Gharghi et al. [10] used quasiconformal mapping to design a carpet cloak th at can conceal objects placed under
it. The design was experimentally demonstrated to achieve invisibility in the optical
frequency range. However suffers from the lateral beam shift and can not cloak
large objects. Using TO, Lai et al. [11] designed a complementary media with an
“anti-object” [12] to conceal an object placed at a distance outside the cloaking system
from electromagnetic radiation. McCall et al. [13] by transforming both space and
time, reported a spacetime cloak (STC) design th at can hide events rather than
objects. In contrast to spatial transformation cloaks which bend light around a finite
region of space, STC works on the variation of the velocity of light before and after
the occurrence of the event to be cloaked and its realization demands sophisticated
temporal EMM designs.
Alternatively, Kerker [14, 15] was the first to explore the idea of elimination
of dipolar scattering to render an object invisible. The approach consisted of a non
absorbing ellipsoidal particles encapsulated within a shell of specific geometrical and
optical properties. More recently, Alu et al. [16] presented a similar study in the case
of spherical and cylindrical geometries using plasmonic shells around an object. Zhou
et al. [17] furthered this concept by using the idea of neutral inclusion to derive a
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generalized transparency condition in the quasi-static limit. However, all these studies
place explicit geometric and material constraints upon the shells of the cloaking system
as well as the object. These constraints make the cloak crucially dependent on the
optical and geometric properties of the object and arguably limit its applicability.
Electromagnetic cloaking is possible due to the invariance of Maxwell’s equations
and in particular the Helmholtz wave equation under coordinate transformations. A
similar invariance also exists in the case of Schrodinger’s equation which has the same
mathematical formulation as the latter. Zhang et al. [18] transformed Schrodinger’s
equation from a virtual free space to the physical space to obtain the anistropic material
properties of the shell to guide the electron wave around a spherical object making it
invisible to m atter waves. Other approaches such as using multi-ring structures [19]
and global Aharonov-Bohm effect were also proposed [20]. Alternatively, Liao et al.
[21] proposed a cloaking system that can make a semiconductor particle invisible to low
energy particles by supressing dominant partial wave terms from the scattering crosssection. Fleury et al. [22] further extended this concept and obtained a transparency
condition in potential and effective mass of the shells to cancel the scattering from
the object, thereby making it invisible.

1.3 Significance of this Work
The related literature does not address the problem of achieving a generic
cloaking system i.e., a cloaking system that is independent of the object’s material or
geometric properties without optical magnetism. This dissertation provides a design
and the material specifications for a cloaking system to successfully make an arbitrary
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(in shape and m aterial content) object invisible without optical magnetism. The
contributions of this dissertation are:
1 . Derivation of transparency condition independent of the object’s optical and

geometrical properties in the quasistatic regime of operation.
2. A proposal of the realistic tunable low-loss shell design based on a composite
metal-dielectric shell.
3. Dem onstrate optical invisibility without the use of m etam aterials and also
underline the role of zero-index materials in the general phenomenon of optical
transparency.
4. Derivation of the quasi-effective medium theory th a t determines the optical
properties of multi-layered-composites beyond the quasistatic limit.
5. Derivation of transparency condition independent of the object’s properties for
eliminating arbitrary monopoles from the scattering amplitude.
6 . Derivation of transparency condition to achieve quantum cloaking independent

of the object’s properties.

The work done for this dissertation has contributed to the following publications:
object independent multishell cloaking device is presented in [23, 24] . The quasi
effective medium theory is presented in [25].

1.4 Organization of the Dissertation
The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents
an overview of the electromagnetic scattering theory. It also presents the calculations
of scattering fields for standard geometries such as a homogeneous cylinder and
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sphere. Chapter 3 studies many particulate systems and effective medium theories.
Chapter 4 provides an explicit expression for the effective optical properties of the
multishell cylinder beyond the long wavelength limit are derived. Chapter 5 discusses
the transparency condition for achieving the object independent cloaking system
design. Chapter 6 provides an analogous quantum cloaking design th a t can conceal
an arbitrary object from m atter waves.

CHAPTER 2
SCATTERING OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES
This chapter reviews the scattering of electromagnetic waves in the presence
of an obstacle.

A formal theory for obtaining a scattering cross section of an

arbitrarily shaped particle using the integral representation of the scattering amplitude
is introduced. In addition, the scattering parameters of regularly shaped objects such
as spheres and cylinders are calculated in the electrostatic and full wave regimes. This
topic is exhaustively covered in a number of references [26, 27, 28, 29]. Here, we
present only the essential summary.

2.1 Tim e Harmonic Plane-W aves
Time harmonic plane waves are an example of time harmonic fields whose
time variation assumes sm(uit) or cos(uit) formulation, where u = 2 n f is the angular
frequency, / is the frequency and t is the time. Analogously, the harmonic fields can be
written in the phasor form as eluJt or e~lwt, where i = yf—1. In this dissertation, we use
the e~lujt phasor formulation to represent the time dependence of the electromagnetic
fields. Thus, the electric field of uniform plane wave propagating in a homogeneous
space without sources is given as:
E = E 0 exp (ik • x —tu t + <p),

9

(2.1)
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where E 0 = E 0u e is the field amplitude vector, E0 is the field m agnitude and u e is
the electric field polarization unit vector, and ip is the phase of the electric field. The
wave vector k may be complex
k = k' + ik",

(2 .2 )

and magnitude, the wave number, given by
|k |2 = k2 = uPep.

(2.3)

Using Eq.(2.2) we can write Eq. (2.1) as
E = E 0 exp (—k" • x) exp (ik' • x —iu t + <p).

(2.4)

As the magnetic field vector is perpendicular to the electric field vector, the
corresponding magnetic field is given by
H = -k x E ,

(2.5)

Zq

where zQ = \JP q/ eq — 377 12 is the impedance of free space.
The time-averaged power per unit area is given by the Pointing vector

S = ^ Re[E x H*j,
£

(2.6)

where H* is the complex conjugate of H. The magnitude of S iscalled the irradiance
which has the dimensions of power per unit area.

2.2 Scattering of Electrom agnetic Radiation
Figure 2.1 illustrates the general problem of scattering of electromagnetic
radiation by an obstacle. An object is illuminated by an incident time varying electric
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field Ej. A part of the incident radiation is absorbed by the object E a and the
remaining is re-radiated into the background as a scattered wave Es.

2.2.1 Cross Section and Scattering Am plitude
Consider a plane polarized electromagnetic wave traveling in the direction kj
impinging on a particle with permittivity e(r) in a homogeneous space of permittivity
6q and permeability /x0 (see Figure 2.1). The incident electric and magnetic fields are
given by
Ei(r) = ej exp(ifc0ki • r),

Hi = - k i x E t,
z0
where r is the position vector, k0 = uiy/iojlo = 2 it / \ isthe wavenumber,
frequency, A is

(2.7)
(2.8)
u is the

the wavelength, and ej is the unit vector along the direction of the

electric field.

Figure 2.1: Scattering from an object of perm ittivity e(r). Ej, E s are the incident
and scattered fields in the direction of ki, ks, respectively.
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The scattered field behaves as a spherical wave in the far-field region, i.e.
R > D 2/ \

(whereD isthe physical dimensionof the object) and the scattered electric

and magnetic fields can be written as
E , = e ,/( k ,,k ,) eXp(^ ° f l) ,
H , = —k, x E„
Zo

(2.9)
(2.10)

where /(k j,k s) is the scattering amplitude and es is perpendicular to ks. In the near
field i.e., R < D 2/ \ , the scattered field assumes complex amplitude and phase forms
due to the interference of scattered radiation from the different regions of the object.
The incidentand scattered power flux per unit area are given by
S, = ^ R e [ E ,x H r ] = J f £ k , ,
Z

S» =

ZZq

i Re[E, x H(i =
Z

if iE k ,.
a

(2 . 11 )
(2.12)

Zq

Substituting Eq. (2.9) into Eq. (2.12) yields
s = a
■
2 2„

= i/(fe,.k .)i2f
2 zoB?
■

■

The differential scattered power (dPs) through the differential area dA subtended by
the differential solid angle dVt in the spherical coordinates is:
dPs = |Ss|dx4 = |Ss| R 2d a

(2.14)

Substituting Eq. (2.13) into Eq. (2.14) yields
dPs =

(2.15)
2 zq

Assuming the magnitude of the incident electric field to be the unity and using the
definition of the incident power in Eq. (2.11), Eq. (2.15) can be rewritten as
HP

= \f{ k u k s)\2dn,

(2.16)

The dimensions of the above; equation is the area. We define; the differential scattering
cross section as

° d = R—
Jim
W T = l / A ’M 2'
^oc ~ |Oj|

(2-17)

Integrating Eq. (2.17) over the solid angle yields the total scattering cross section ers
as

=J

dttad =

J

eA2|/( k i,k s)|2.

(2.18)

Alternatively, one can define the scattering cross section as
f ±3NES x H*)} • da
= -- -|gl
|^t j

(2-19)

where So is the arbitrary surface enclosing the object and da is the differential surface
area directed outward from the surface. Similarly, the total power absorbed by the
object or the absorption cross section can be defined as:
a
( 2 . 20 )

ISI
The total cross section or the extinction cross section ae is defined as the sum of both
scattering and absorption cross sections:
CTe = crs + o a.
The albedo of an object is defined as

(2 .21 )
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where p(k i,k s) is called the phase function. The absorption, scattering and the total
cross sections normalized by the geometrical cross section of the object ag are called
the efficiencies:
Qa = ~ ,

Qs = — ,

Gg

Og

Qe = ~ ,
Og

(2.23)

where Qa, Qs and Qe are absorption, scattering and total efficiencies, respectively.
The total or extinction cross section of the scatterer is related to the forward scattering
amplitude by the Optical theorem or the Forward scattering theorem:
Air

~

*

ae = — Im [/(kj, k s)] • e},

(2.24)

where e t is the incident wave polarization.

2.2.2 Integral Rrepresentations of the Scattering Am plitude
Let us consider an arbitrary inhomogeneous object with perm ittivity e(r) of
volume V present in a medium of perm ittivity £q (see Figure 2.2). The scattered
electric field far away from the object due to a volume element dv' is obtained by
considering an oscillatory dipole with dipole moment dp is induced due to the internal
field. The scattered radiation due to this radiating dipole is given by [29]:
<flE. = - " ° 7 (,:f 0 'r -„ r ,l)k . >< ( k . X dP ),
47T £ e \T

(2.25)

r

inside the particle, the polarization per unit volume due to the internal field is
Pint = (e(r) - e 0)Eint-

(2.26)
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One can treat the internal electric field constant over a small volume dv'] thus, the
dipole moment and polarization are related as
dp = dv'Plnt.

(2.27)

The scattered electric field due to the volume element is
kl exp(iAJr —r'l) ,
,
,«*
_ ,
dEa = -----:------- -— dv (e(r) - £0)ks x (ks x E int).
47re0|r - r'|

_ „ ,
(2.28

If the distance between the object and the observer issubstantial, then |r — r'| ~
R - r ' • k s and exp(ifco|r - r'l) = exp(ik0R - ik0r' ■ kg) and nowintegrating Eq. (2.28)
over the volume gives
E. = / ( k , . k , ) 2 «
=

- 1:‘'

(2.29)

v (^3x J

d v ' ( e ( r ‘) ~

£o)Eint expf-ifcor' • k ,) ) .

(2.30)

^0’ Po

dv'

P

Figure 2.2: Scattering from an object of permittivity e(r) with arbitrary shape and
finite size. R = |r —r'| is the distance between the position of the inhomogeneity r'
and the observation point P.

Equation (2.27) is the solution of the scattering am plitude of an arbitrarily
shape particle with inhomogeneous permittivity. However, the internal electric field

E,nt is unknown and can be obtained by solving Maxwell’s Equations. However, for
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simpler geometries (such as spheres, cylinders, and ellipsoids) and small particles, i.e.
particles whose dimensions are smaller than the impinging wavelength, one can use
Rayleigh scattering theory.

2.3 Rayleigh Scattering
Consider a spherical dielectric particle of perm ittivity e whose size is much
smaller than the incident wavelength (a < A) illuminated by an electric field Ej as
shown in Figure 2.3. In Rayleigh scattering, the field inside the sphere can be treated
as a static field. In such a case, the electric potentials inside and outside the sphere
are solutions of the Laplace equation and can be written as [30, 31, 32]:

Z

Figure 2.3: Dielectric Sphere of perm ittivity eQ in uniform electric field E;.

00

‘f in = ^ 2 ^ nrnPn(cos8),

(2.31)

n=l
oo

VW = £

( B »r" + Snr - [n+l))Pn{COS0),

(2.32)

n —1

where A n, Bni and Sn are the amplitude coefficients, and Pn(cos 0) are the associated
Legendre polynomials. The coefficients are determined by enforcing the boundry
conditions for the normal and tangential electric fields components at the boundary
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r = a are
Ai

—

Si = -

3£q
Ei,
£ + 2£q

(2.33)

og° a3Ei.

(2.34)

£ + 2£ q

Thus, the potentials Eqs. (2.31) and (2.32) can be written as:

'■Pin

£

3eo
E{r cos 8,
+ 2£q

(2.35)

Pout = - E i r cos 8 + ^ 7 - —
r2 £ + 2 £0

cos 8.

(2.36)

The field inside the spherical particle is parallel to the applied field and is given by
Eiint

3£q
-Ei.
£ + 2£q

(2.37)

Substituting Eq. (2.37) in Eq. (2.30) and simplifying yields the scattering amplitude:
/ ( k i ,k s) = ~ k ' 2 6- ; n£° V sin 8,
47r £ + 2 e0
where 8 is the angle between

(2.38)

ki and ks. The polarizability i.e., the ability of the sphere

to be polarized is given by a = 3V^£e(£o - £e)/(z + 2£o)- By substituting Eq. (2.38) in
Eq. (2.17), one can obtain the differential scattering cross section:
<?d =

£ -£ 0

|/(ki,ks)|2 = ( ^ 1 k 4 £ +

2 eo

V 2 sin 2 8.

(2.39)

Using Eq. (2.18) the scattering cross section of the sphere is given by:
e-£ 0

= /* * '= M
87r

k4a6

£ - £p
£ + 2 £q

s ) 1*

£

+ 2e0

V 2 sin 2 8

(2.40)
(2.41)
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If we compare the scattering cross section in Eq. (2.41) with the geometric cross
section <rg = na2 we obtain the Rayleigh equation:
StT/, >.4
a» = -7r(ka)

£ — £q

(2.42)

£ + 2 e0

A similar solution can be obtained for a homogeneous infinite cylinder:
7r
a , = j (ka)3

£

—

£q

(2.43)

£ + £o

2.4 Mie Theory
In 1908, Mie et al. [33] reported an exact solution for the scattering of a plane
electromagnetic wave by an isotropic, homogeneous sphere.
Consider a sphere of permittivity £ located at the origin of a spherical coordinate
system and illuminated by a plane wave propagating in +z direction and polarized in
the ^-direction (see Figure 2.3):
Ej = exp (ik z ) x .

(2.44)

Instead of directly dealingwith the vector equations [26, 27,32] in the spherical
co-ordinates one can explicitly define electromagnetic fields

interms of two scalar

functions rix and n 2 called the Debye potentials [34], which are the radial components
of the electric and magnetic hertz vectors given by [35, 36]:
lie = IR f,

(2.45)

nm= n2f.

(2.46)

In terms of the Debye potentials, the electric and magnetic fields are given by:
E = V x V x (rlli?) + io;/ioV x (rll2? ) ,

(2.47)
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H = V x V x ( r n 2?) -

iueqV

x ( rlli? ).

(2.48)

Both potentials are solutions of the wave equation:

V2n + k 2U = 0.

(2.49)

Eq. (2.49) can be expressed in spherical co-ordinates as:

i d2(rii)
r

o- 2
or1

i

o f . ^n\

^ r~2
■—a
l sm
9 Ha
89 1I sm o9 J1

i d2n

,2rT n

~2~
-—9 ocp1
r1 sm

n — 0.

(2.50)

The above equation assumes the following solution:
n - J?(r)©(0)$(<£)

(2.51)

substitution of Eq. (2.51) into Eq. (2.50) yields:
!

^

+

^ sin#— | + ( a
sin 9 d9 \
d,9 )
\

0,

(2.52)

= 0,

(2.53)

+ /3$ = 0,

(2.54)

“ yy;® )
sin 2 9

where a and (3 are arbitrary constants. Equation (2.54) is a second order differential
equation with the following general solution:
<f> = am cos(rn(f)) + bm sin(ra0)

(2.55)

where m = (32 is an integer. Equation (2.53) is the standard differential equation
whose solutions are spherical harmonics:
e = p W (0 = J* » > (cosOT)

(2.56)

The single valuedness of the fields E and H necessitates th at
a = n ( n - 1-1),

n > \m\.

(2-57)
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By substituting kr = p and R(r) = l/p F (p) in Eq. (2.52), we get
£
+ ! £ + ( l - ^
dp2 p dp
y

2 ) ^ 0
p2
J

.

(2.58)

the above Eq. (2.58) is also a standard differential equation whose solutions are
cylindrical functions of order n + 1/2 also referred to as “sphericalBessel function”
i.e.,
R = - j = F n+1/2(kr).

(2.59)

V «r

The spherical Bessel functions are represented as ipn(kr), Xn(kr), and £,n(kr) =
4>n(kr) + ix-n(kr), thus
r R = cntpn(kr) + dnx n(kr)

(2.60)

where cn and dn are arbitrary constants. The general solution of Eq. (2.50) is:
n

oo

'n = T

£

n

w

(2 .6 i)

n=0 m = -n
oo

=

n

EE

[cntpn(kr) + dnXn(kr)] [am cos(m(j>) + bm sin(m<^)]

cos(9).

n = 0 m = —n

(2.62)
Using Eq. (2.47) we can now obtain the incident Flf and IT;, scattered Ilf and II 2 ,
and the internal IIfn and II™ potential functions in terms of the field vectors. The
applied electric field in Eq. (2.44) when expanded in the form of Eq. (2.61) becomes:
r IIi = Z2 S
k2 *1—1'
71= 1

r n i = _L_ j r r
71= 1

n \( n + l)'
1
'

f

(kr) P„ (cos 9) cos 0,

(2.63)

(kr) P i (cos 9) cos

(2.64)

where ^ n(kr) are Riecati-Bessel functions. Similarly, the expression for the scattered
fields r > a are given by
r n ; = ^ f ^ i n- ' ^ ~ f n ( n ( k r ) P H ^ e ) c o s < t , ,
n=l

rUs2 = —

(2.65)

'

'

V i” - 1
,
ro(n + l)

(kr) P.£ (cos 6) cos

(2.66)

n=l

where £n(kr) are the Riccati-Hankel functions. The fields inside the sphere (r < a) are
rn " =

Ki

rI1^ =

n (n

■*

n= 1

^

71 = 1

(*ir ) F« (cos 0) c o s *

11

v

'

’

P" ^C°S^ °OS ^

(2.67)

^2'68^

The coefficients are obtained by enforcing the boundary condition that is the tangential
components of the electric and magnetic fields and might be continuous across the
boundary r = a. In terms of the Debye potentials, we have continuity of ra2^ ,
(d/dr)(rlli),

n2, and (d/dr)(rUi). Applying these boundary conditions, we get
■0n

( a ) i j / n ( / ? ) - mif>n ( p ) i f / n (jp )

L (a) Ip'n (p) - mil>n (p) g n (a) ’
L

"

=

m ^ n (<*) t f n ( P ) - ^ n ( P )

n ($)

m i n («)' }’' n ( P ) - M P ) i ' n ( < x ) '

^n(aK n(a ) ~ € n (a X (Q )

(2.69)
(t> - ftx

{

}

(2.71)

M P ) ? n ( a ) - i n ( a ) ^ 'n (P Y

A _ rmpn(a)?n(a) ~ m^n(a )^ n(a)
n

m H n m 'A a ) - a * m p )

’

1

j

where n; = k,0a, ft = m,k0a and m, is the relative refractive index. The scattering cross
section is given by
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Using the optical theorem the total cross section is
(2.74)
Figure 2.4 depicts the extinction efficiency of water droplets as a function
of the size param eter a. As the size of the water droplets increases, the extinction
efficiency approaches the limiting value of 2. This is twice as large as predicted by
the geometrical optics, and is known as the extinction paradox [26, 27, 37]. The most
cited explanation of the paradox is due to Ref. [15], which uses a combination of the
geometrical optics and the diffraction theory.

4
m = 1.333+10-®i

m = 1.312+0.393i
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Figure 2.4: Extinction efficiency of a spherical water droplet at A = 0.55 pm (blue)
and A = 20 pm (red).

The energy removed from the beam due to reflection, refraction and absorption
of the rays on a spherical particle leads to an extinction cross section equal to the
geometrical cross section of the object i.e., ae = ag. In addition, the rays in the
near vicinity of the particle undergo diffraction, rays that, according to geometrical
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optics have passed unperturbed, remove an amount of energy equal to an opaque
disk with same size and shape as ag. An alternative explanation based on destructive
interference in the shadow region of the scatterer is reported by Brillouin et al. [37].

2.4.1 Intensity and Polarization of the Scattered Light
In the far-field i.e. a — kr »

n where n is the order of the Riccati-Bessel

function, the radial component of the electric E r and magnetic field Hr decay as A /r 2
and can be neglected. The transverse components of the field vectors are given by
_
E* =

iex p (—ikor) „ . ,
Z
sm

^
i e x p ( - i k 0r)
E 6 = ------ ---------- S 2 cos0,
k0r

.
(2.75)
(2.76)

where E$ and E# are complex and elliptically polarized. The corresponding magnetic
fields can be obtained using Maxwell’s curl equations. The amplitudes Si and 5 2 are
given by
°° On + 1
Si = Y"' — —p-an7rn(cos 0 ) + bnrn(cos9),
71=1' n(n
' + 1 )7
o° 2n + 1
= 5 Z ( , -|NQ»rn(cos 6>) + bnnn(cos9),
n=1

T l\T l j
x

i)
7

(2.77)

(2.78)

where 7rn(cos 9) = P n \ c o s 9 )/s in 9 and r n = (d/d9)Pjt1\co s9 ). Now, the intensity of
the scattered waves polarized along 9 and 4>is given by

/ * = ^ 3 l Si |2sin2^ = i ^ i ,:i sin2^

<2'79)

/ 9 = 4 ^ |S2|2c°s2<#>=s b i2COs20'

(2'80)

where ii and i 2 are called polarization intensity functions which are parallel and
perpendicular to the scattering plane, respectively.
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The state of polarization of electromagnetic radiation is described by a set of
values called the Stokes parameters [38]. The relationship between the incident and
the scattered Stokes parameters is given by
(

\

\

/

Is
Qs

1

Sn

S 12

0

S 12

Sn

0

(

\

0

h

0

Qi

s

to

II

(2.81)
0

Us

KV s /

1

0
0

°

S

33

S 34

~Su

S x ij

ut

T -y

where
S u = ^ ( N 2 + |S i|2),

(2.82)

Si2 = ^(|S2|2 - | S 1|2),

(2.83)

S33 =

+ S2S,*),

(2.84)

•S34 = j ( s , s 2' - s 2s r),

(2.85)

and S n = S ‘f2 + S 33 + Sf4. For unpolarized incident light, the Stokes param eters of
the scattered light are
Ia = S n Ii,

Q s = S 12Ii,

US = VS = 0,

(2.86)

and the polarization is
P= -^ l
Sn

l\ —%2
*1 + *2

(2.87)

P is positive or negative depending on if the scattered light is partially polarized per
pendicular or parallel to the scattering plane, respectively. The degree of polarization
is given by |P | < 1 .
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Figures 2.5 and 2.6(a) shows the polar and normal plots of the scattering
intensity functions versus the scattering angle, respectively. As can be seen from
Figure 2.5, the forward scattering is dominant even in case of very small spherical
water droplets (as small as 0.26 /rm). We have magnified the polar plots for comparing
the magnitude of the backward scattering and forward scattering lobes.

(b)

cy
270°

270'

ka=0.8

ka=1.8
& *2.

lo

270'

270‘

ka=10
ka=3
Figure 2.5: Scattering intensity as a function scattering angle for a spherical water
droplet of refractive index m = 1.33 + <10-8 at ui = 2.25eV in air for particle sizes (a)
0.07 fxm, (b) 0.16 /un, (c) 0.26 /im, and (d) 0.9 //m.
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Figure 2.6: (a) Scattering intensity functions i\ and i -2 and (b) Polarization as function
of scattering angle for a spherical water droplet of refractive index m = 1.33 -+- ilO " 8
in air.

2.4.2 Small Particle Limit
If the size of the sphere is much smaller than the incident wave length i.e.,
k0a <C 1 the Riccatti-Bessel functions in Eq. (2.69) and Eq. (2.70) can be expanded as
a power series in the argument that converges very rapidly. The scattering coefficients
an and bn are approximately
m2- v n
_ ■ n + 1_______ a 2n+l
n(2n + 1) 1 • 32 ... (2n — l) 2 U"m 2 + [(n + l)/n]iyn ’
;

_

n

,

n + 1___________ ° 2 n + l

1 -V n

(0 qq\

n(2n + 1) 1 • 32 ... (2n — l ) 2 U" l + [(n + 1)/n)wn

where un, vn and wn are series in terms of o? and 6 2.
For n = 1 Eq. (2.88) and Eq. (2.89) are reduced to

«■»>
6i = i~ z{m 2 — l ) a 5.
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(2-91)

The remaining coefficients are proportional to higher powers o f F o r small ft and m
the dominant term is the dipolar term or a \.

2.5 Scattering from a Circular Cylinder
2.5.1 Normal Incidence
Consider a plane transverse magnetic (TM) wave traveling in ^-direction
impinging on an infinite cylinder of perm ittivity £0 with its axes along 2-axis (see
Figure 2.7). The incident field is given by
H\ = exp(iA;x).

(2.92)

Jacobi-Anger expansion allows us to represent exponential trigonometric
functions in the basis of their harmonics. Thus, equation (2.92) can be w ritten
as:
00

exp(ikr cos <p) = ' Y

inJn(k0r) exp(imp)

(2.93)

n—-o o

where Jn is the Bessel function of the first kind, and k0 =

is the wave vector

in the host medium. The outgoing wave from the cylinder is a typical cylindrical wave
which varies as etkor/y/r) in the far-field. The appropriate function that satisfies such
condition is H n \ k 0r) = Jn(kor) + iN n(k(,r), which is the Hankel function of the first
kind. Thus, the scattered wave is of the form:
O O

H sz = Y , inS nH ^ \ k Qr)e^> {m ^)

(2.94)
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y
outgoing

Figure 2.7: Circular cylinder of permittivity c0 illuminated by a plane wave. Magnetic
field H is parallel to the axes of the cylinder.

The wave inside the cylinder is represented by the Bessel function of the kind
Jn(kr) to avoid the singularity at the origin:
00

= X I inAnJn{kr)exp(irvp)

(2.95)

n = -o o

A n and S n are arbitrary constants determined by the boundary conditions; that is, the
normal and tangential components i.e, Er = —iuj^/k2rd/dip and E9 = iu f i/ k 2d /d r
must be continuous at r = a. Thus, the scattering coefficients are given
Sm =

by

Jn(a )Jn(m a ) ~ m J n{ma)J'n{a)
H n \ o ) J 'n{ma) - m J n( m a )H n * (a)

By using Eq. (2.13) the scattering cross section is:
A

=

00

E

is »i2-

<2-97>

7 7 1 = — OO

Similar arguments apply for the transverse electric (TE) waves i.e. when the electric
field vector is parallel to the axis of the cylinder. The scattering coefficients in this
case are given by
Se =

Jn{o)J'n{ma) - m J n{ma)J'n{ct)
Hn\ot)J'n{rna) - m J n(m a )H n ) (a)
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2.5.2 Small Dielectric Cylinders
If the diameter of the cylinder is much smaller than the incident wave length,
i.e., ka < 1 the Bessel functions in Eqs. (2.96) and (2.98) can be expanded as a power
series in the argument th at converges very rapidly. The scattering coefficient Sn for
n = 0 and n — 1 is approximately given by
(2.99)
(2.100)

Figure 2.8 illustrates the scattering efficiency of a metallic and a dielectric cylinder as
a function of the size parameter. The perm ittivity of the metallic cylinder in Figure
2.8(a) is given by the Drude formula without dissipation. As can be seen in Figure
2 .8 (a), the dipolar resonance (n = 1 ) dominates when the size of the particles is very

small. However, as the size of the cylinder increases, one can observe the contributions
of higher order multipoles (n = 2 ,3,4) to the scattering efficiency. Similarly, for a
dielectric particle the scattering efficiency increases with the size factor and reaches
the limiting value of 2 as in the case of a dielectric sphere. Scattering efficiency due
to Rayleigh scattering is also shown in Figure 2.8 for the sake of comparison. One can
notice a drastic difference in the scattering efficiency predicted by Eq. (2.97) for large
particle sizes. The insert in Figure 2.8 shows th at the Rayleigh scattering theory is
valid for very small particle size factors, for instance, a < 0.03 in case of a metallic
cylinder (see insert in Figure 2.8(a)) and a < 1 for the dielectric sphere.
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of scattering efficiency of a homogeneous (a) metallic cylinder
and (b) dielectric cylinder calculated using (I)the exact solution (Eq. 2.97) and (II) the
Rayleigh scattering theory (Eq. 2.43). Insert shows the applicability of the Rayleigh
theory for very small particles. Dashed horizontal line indicates the the limiting value
2.

2.5.3 Oblique Incidence
Light scattering by a circular cylinder at the oblique incidence was first discussed
by Wait [39, 40]. Farone et al. [41] obtained a computationally convenient solution
and also extended their work to radially inhomogeneous cylinders. An extensive
com putational study on infinite cylinders at the, oblique incidence was reported by
Kerker et al. [42].
Consider a cylinder with perm ittivity e0 and permeability /i0 and radius a
with its axis along the 2-axis (see Figure 2.9) in the medium with permittivity ee and
permeability p e. The cylinder is illuminated by a F-polarized (electric field vector is
parallel to the 0 = 0 ) incident wave with an angle of incidence 6 with negative z-axis.
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The 2-component of the electric field is given by:
E\ = E0 sin 9 exp(ik0r sin 6 cos (f>) exp(—ikaz cos O)exp(-iu)t),

(2.101)

00

= E0sinfl

inJn(kor)e-ikoZCOsee - iu}te - in,p

(2 .102 )

T I— — OC

where ko = u ^/nie, k0 = ko sin 6* = (A| —/i2) 1/ 2 and h = k0 cosB. The polarization
is chosen such th a t the incident magnetic field z-component Hz = 0. However, the
other components of the magnetic field are not zero as in the case of perpendicular
incidence or a perfectly conducting cylinder.

Figure 2.9: Cylinder of perm ittivity £ and // illuminated by an E —polarized wave
at oblique incidence.

One can see th at by applying the boundary conditions, the general case of
oblique incidence is not complete without the 2-component of the scattered magnetic
field. Thus, for an E — polarized case the scattering terms also contain the H-polarized
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terms and vice-versa (Kerker [35] refers to them as cross polarization terms). The
scattered and transm itted electric fields are given by:
C X )

E f

= E

W O fl.

(2-103)

Y , S*nH«(kor)Fn,

(2.104)

71— - O Q

00

E- =

n ——oc

where k = (k2 —h2)1^2,

h= k0 cos 6 and /c0 = cu-y/eoMo- The magnetic field components

inside and outside the

cylinder are:
H? =

OC
E < ' Jn$ r ) F n,

(2.105)

n = —oo

oc
HI = E SnH„(kor)Fn,

(2.106)

n = —oo

where a®,S*, a"1, and 5 " 1 are the field coefficients inside and outside the cylinder for
both the TE and TM polarizations, respectively. The 0-components of the fields are
obtained from Maxwell’s curl equations and are given as:

= —
iue \ r d ( f )

az J

=

iui[i \ oz

or I

(2-107)

From the incident wave we know 0 /d z = —ih = —ik0 cos 0 and substituting E r into
H# in the Eq. (2.107) we obtain

*

= ± ( ^ _ , J Y E l \
i r i t ( dtf, + iuii~V Br \

(o ln sl
(

'

Finally, using Eqs.(2.105) and (2.106) the 0-components of the magnetic field assume
the following form:
H l=

E
n = —oo

7 ' - — S - - i" J U h r )F n,
UJHek0

H i= E (n = —oo

\

rk.0

UVeko

(2.109)

)F„,

(2.110)
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*r =E (- T^y*-) n ——oo \

W

“W *

/

(2-ni)

Similarly, the (^components of the electric field are given by:
E't =

f)

K =

(2.112)

- n h E ° * ? e i " J n ( h r ) F n.

n = —oo

rko

( - ^ H ^ ( k 0r) + ^ M - H m ' ( k , r ) ) F „ .
rko
kQ
)

(2.113)

( - nJ§ U M

(2.114)

E
n = —oo \

OO
4"' = E

n==—oo V

rfc

+ ^ / , ( * r ) IF„.
*

/

Considering //o = A4 = 1 the scattering coefficients obtained by matching the boundary
conditions E 9^ + E \ = E™\ H^ + H ^1 - H ^ \ E zs + E\ = E lzn\ and H* + H zl = H™1 at
r — a are given by:
se _ inE0 sin 6((akk0)2(Jn(ka)J'n(k0a)k - m l J n(kQa)J'n{ka)kQ) + Jn{k0a)A)
" ~

{akk0)2{Jn{ k a ) H ^ '{ k 0a)k - m 2H ^ {kpa)J'n(ka)kp) + H ^ { k 0a)A
(2.115)

gm = ___________ {nEo sin dh2n k $ 2k0{k2 - k02)Jn(ka)2A___________
n ~~ (akk0)2(Jn(ka)HL1]'(k0a)k - m g # <J)( M J;(£a)F 0) + H ^ ( k 0a)A
where m 0 = k / k 0 and
(nh)2H n \ k p r \) J^(kri)(k2 - kQ2)
A = .....^ ... ..........L------------------------- (2.117)
Jn( k a ) H ^ \ k 0a)k - H£\kpa)J>n(ka)kQ
A
H ^ \ h a ) J n( h a ) ~ H"Xk,a)J>n(kea)
A ~ T ,r x
,r * ■
Jn( k a ) H ^ \ k 0a)k - H ^ i k o ^ J ^ k a ) ^ o

„ 0>
(2.118)

For perpendicular incidence (i.e. (9 = 90°), k —> k, kQ —> k0, h —> 0, A —> 0 and
S™ —> 0 and Eq. (2.115) reduces to Eq. (2.98). Similarly, we can also obtain the
scattering coefficients for the incident magnetic field by replacing E by H, H by —E
and e by p, and p by e in the above equations.

CHAPTER 3
M ANY PARTICULATE SYSTEMS
M athematical analysis of the scattering of electromagnetic radiation by a
homogeneous sphere and an infinite cylinder are presented in the previous chapter.
One can extend these mathematical techniques to analyze the scattering and extinction
properties of complex inhomogeneous, anisotropic or irregular particles.
In this chapter, we study the optical properties of inhomogeneous particles such
as layered cylinders and spheres. Moreover, we present a discussion on the scattering
by randomly distributed inhomogeneous particles whose properties can be studied
using a homogeneous effective permittivity or permeability.

3.1 Coated Cylinder
Coated/layered cylinder is an example of an inhomogeneous structure for which
the exact solution of the scattering coefficient can be obtained. These systems are of
particular importance to study invisibility [16, 17, 23, 24].
The geometry of the problem is depicted in Figure 3.1. The system is a
concentric cylindrical structure with a shell radii of r 0, ri(r0 < ri) and permittivities
of £0,£i, respectively. The system is embedded in an environment with perm ittivity
£e. The scattering coefficients of the system were obtained by solving Maxwell’s curl
equations in cylindrical coordinates. For an incident plane TM wave, the components
34
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Figure 3.1: Coated cylinder with core perm ittivity s 0 and coating perm ittivity £\
illuminated by a plane wave. Magnetic field H is parallel to the axes of the cylinder.
of the incident field will be
OO

Ui = H» £

(3.1)

n =-oo

the magnetic field inside the core 0 < r < r0 and coating r0 < r < rq,
O O

H°z = H0 £

inA nJn(k0r)ei

n

(3.2)

n=-oo
O O

H\ = H o Y 1 in[BnJn{hr) + CnH nl {klr ) ] ^ ,

(3.3)

7 1 = — OO

and the scattered field is
OO

HI =

t'SnH i ( K r y ^ ,

(3.4)

n = —oo

where Jn, H \ are the Bessel and Henkel functions of the first kind, respectively; k0, k\,
ke are the wave numbers in the core, coating and the background medium, respectively.
By applying the boundary conditions at r = r0 and r = rq, a set of four linear
equations can be obtained for the constants A n, B n,C n, and S n:
A nJn(koro) - B nJn{kiro) - CnH l( k i r 0) = 0 ,

(3.5)

k i A nJ'n(kor0) —kQBnJ'n(kir0) —kQCnH^(kiro) = 0,

(3.6)

B nJn{k\T\) + CnHl{k\ri) + Jn{ker\ ) + SnH l ( k er i) = 0.

(3.7)
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keB nJ'n(klrl ) + h C n H ^ h n ) + k\ J'n(ker\) + kl S nH%(ker 1) = 0.

(3.8)

The above equations can be solved for the scattering coefficient (Sn):
keJn(keri)[H^(kiri)An + J '( f r f i) ] J„(A:er 1)[Jri(fc1r 1) - H l ( k er x)An]
A:i//^(A:eri)[J n(A:iri) + //^(A ir^A ^ - keH\{ker x)[H^{kXTi)An + J 'J kirq)] ’
(3.9)
where,
k l J „ ( k IT,l) J ' j k „ r , l) - l;,l./„().-,ir,j)./t'1!7,:lr0)

A"

koH Z ik^U koro) - k M k o ro W ih ro )'

(3.10)

Note th at similar expressions can be obtained in the case of coated spheres by
replacing the Bessel functions with the Riccati-Bessel functions.

3.1.1 Small Particle Limit
If keri <C 1 i.e., for small particles, the first two scattering coefficients Eq. (3.9)
are approximately given by:
,n

~

wr(ken)4 On(l - P2) + £oP2 - £e)
--------------------------------------------------

g

^

7br(frer l ) 4 ( g 0 +

4

(3.11)

se

32

£l)(gl ~

g e) +

(g0 ~

gl)(gl +

£ e) P

(e0 + £i)(£i + £e) + (£o —£i)(£i —£e)p

(3.12)

where p = (r 0/r] )2 is the radii ratio.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the scattering efficiency versus the size param eter of a
coated cylinder with relative refractive indices m 0 = k0/ k e = 2.1050 and m } = k \ / k e =
1.448 for the core and the coating, respectively. For comparison, we have also plotted
the quasistatic approximation of the scattering efficiency. As can be seen, for small
particle sizes i.e., keri < 1 Rayleigh approximation follows the full wave case. However,
as the size parameter increases, scattering efficiency exhibits the ripple characteristic
of scattering of dielectric particles (see Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2: Scattering efficiency of a coated cylinder with a core ra 0 = k0/ k e = 2.1050
and coating with
= k i / k e = 1.448 vs. the size parameter. (I) full wave case (II)
Rayleigh approximation.

If Eq = Ei then An = 0 and the scattering coefficient in Eq. (3.9) reduces
to th at of a homogeneous infinite cylinder (see Eq. (2.72)). Similarly, in the limit
r 0 —> 0, An —> 0, then the scattering coefficient in Eq. (3.9) reduces to th a t of a
homogeneous infinite cylinder of radius rq and perm ittivity e\. If we assume E\ = 1,
then Eq. (3.9) reduces to the scattering coefficient of homogeneous cylinder of radius
r i and perm ittivity Eq.

3.2 Inhomogeneous Particles
Nano-composite optical materials or m etamaterials are a m ixture of two or
more homogeneous materials, with effective properties strikingly different from their
bulk constituents. The effective optical properties of these materials are determined
using complex mixing rules, which rely on concentration, orientation, shape and size
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of their ingredients [43]. Thus, by controlling the individual component parameters,
one can engineer novel materials with the desired optical properties.
In recent years, metal-dielectric composites i.e., metal particles suspended in
a dielectric m atrix have been shown to possess fascinating optical properties in the
visible and near infrared spectrum. These composite m aterials have been used in
metamaterial cloaking [1,16,17, 23, 24], surface-enhanced spectroscopy [44], hyperlens
systems [45, 46], and nano-structure Fano resonances [47].
Numerous effective medium theories have been proposed to account for the
effective permittivity/permeability of these structures. Most popular effective medium
theories are the Maxwell-Garnett theory (MGT) [43] and Bruggeman effective medium
theory (EMT) [43]. The necessary condition for the application of M GT/EM T is that
the system size must be smaller than the impinging wavelength. Thus, M G T/EM T
are confined only to the quasi-static regime.

3.2.1 Effective M edium M odels
If the optical, and geometrical properties of all the constituents which make
up the composite are known, then the effective permittivity is defined by [48]:
(D) = es / / (E)

(3.13)

and

<D ) = ^ / D(r)dr =

^j

s(r)E(r)dr

(3.14)

where (D) is the average electric induction (over the volume V), E is the external
electric field, E(r) and e(r) are the local electric field and permittivity, respectively.

The most popular effective medium models are the Maxwell-Garnett theory (MGT)
and Bruggeman effective medium theory (EMT).

3.2.2 M axwell-Garnett Theory
The geometry is as shown in Figure 3.3. The spherical inclusions (or particles)
of permittivity e* and radius r 0 are embedded in a host (or matrix) with permittivity
£h-

Figure 3.3: Geometry of the composite with inclusions of perm ittivty e* embedded
in matrix

Provided th a t the distance between the particles is greater and the particle
size are smaller than the impinging wavelength r 0 -C A, then the polarizibility is given
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where V is the volume of the inclusions. Prom the Clansius-Mossotti formula [50] the
effective perm ittivity can be written as
£e ff ~ £h

nry

_

£ e f f + 2 £h

3 £h

where n is the number of particles per unit volume. Substituting Eq. (3.15) into Eq.
(3.16), one arrives at the Maxwell-Garnett formula [49, 51]:
£e f f

£e f f

~ £h _
+ 2 Eh

y

£i ~ £h
£i

^

+ 2 £h

where / = n V is the volume fraction of the inclusions and is a dimension less quantity.
We should note th at MGT is valid for only small volume fractions, usually less than
10%. Use of higher volume fractions may not provide accurate results. In the limit
/ —►0, Eq. (3.5) has a vanishing inclusion phase i.e., eeff —> eh and as / -4 1,
£ef f -4 tj which resembles a vanishing host environment [43].
Figure 3.4 shows a comparison between effective permittivities vs. the inclusion
volume fraction for complementary mixtures. A strong asymmetry in the effective
permittivity can be observed when the permittivities of the host and inclusion phases
are interchanged. Moreover, one can also see th a t there is no equal contributions
from the constituents as the curves intersect at 70% volume fraction. However, equal
contribution is not the necessary condition for the applicability of MGT. Figure 3.5
shows the real and imaginary parts of the effective perm ittivity vs. frequency at
different volume fractions. The host is a glass with eh = 2.2 and the metal permittivity
is described by the Drude model,

= £-(o;) +

= £b —

+ iwr), where

u p is the plasm a frequency, u)T is the relaxation rate and £b is the contribution due
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Figure 3.4: A comparison of the effective perm ittivity in case of complementary
mixtures as a function of inclusion volume fraction. In the plot we consider spherical
inclusions with (I) perm ittivity e* = 20zh and a glass host with Eh = 2.2 (blue solid
line) and (II) Zu — 20zt and et = 2.2 (red dashed line).
to interband transitions.

A resonance can be observed at the frequency uires =

u pV T + 2 J I y / e b{ l + 2 f ) + 2eh( l - f ) .

As can be seen in Figure 3.5, the resonance shifts towards the lower frequencies

as the volume fraction of the particles increases. This shift may be due to interaction of
resonant fields in the adjacent particles. Moreover, one can also see that the behavior
of the composite is far different from the plasmon frequency. At frequencies 3?[£e//] > 0
we observe a dielectric behavior, while at frequencies S[£e//] < 0 , the mixture behaves
as a diluted metal [49, 51].
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Figure 3.5: Real and imaginary parts of the effective perm ittivity as a function of
frequency for different volume fractions. The host is a glass with sh — 2.2 and the
inclusions are Drude m etal particles. Two separate designs are being investigated
(I) / = 0.1 (blue solid line) (II) / = 0.05 (red dashed line).

3.2.3 Generalized M axwell-Garnett
The MGT theory can be furthered to include particle (or inclusion) shape
anisotropy; thus, one can obtain the effective perm ittivity of composites with nonspherical inclusions. If the inclusions are randomly oriented ellipsoids with the small
volume fraction / , the effective permittivity of the composite is given by the MaxwellG arnett formula [43, 52]
£m~£h

+ *‘7 13 2-jj=x,y,z
7 ^ ^
5
em+VjSh

(

3

’ 1 8 )

where 7]j are the depolarization factors of the ellipsoids satisfying the condition
Ylj=x,y,z Vj = 1- F°r prolate spheroids (needle shaped) i.e., ellipsoids with semi-axes
a > b = c, the depolarization factor is given as
1 —e2

Vx = 'H= —

t

el

where e2 = 1 — (b/a )2 is the eccentricity. The other two depolarization factors are
equal and given by r]y = rjz = (1 —rj)/2. For oblate spheroids (pancake shaped) i.e.,
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ellipsoids with semi-axes a = b, the depolarization factor is given as
Vx = g =

- arctang(e)^ -

(3.20)

where g(e) is the function calculated from the relation g(e ) 2 = (e~2 — 1 ).

For

Vx — fly = Vz = 1/3, Eq. (3.18) is reduced to the Maxwell-Garnett formula in Eq.
(3.17).

3.2.4 Tuning of the Com posite
From the discussions in the previous subsection, it is clear the Maxwell-Garnett
effective permittivity resonance can be tuned (see Figure 3.5). However, the tunability
in the case of spherical inclusion composites is constrained due to the restrictions
placed on the filling fraction of the inclusions. However, the composite can also
be tuned by changing the constituents i.e. host or inclusions materials, shape and
orientation of the inclusions.
In Figure 3.6 we show the tunability of composite with respect to the changes
in the aspect ratio of the inclusions. We consider randomly oriented metallic spheroids
embedded in a host with perm ittivity £h = 2.2. As can be seen, there exist two
resonances corresponding to transverse and longitudinal polarizations in the case of
spheroidal particles. One can also see a red shift in the resonance as the aspect ratio
of the inclusions changes from a/b = 10 to a/b — 100. Thus, it is clear th at tunability
of the composite enables one to design desired effective perm ittivities to operate in
the desired spectral range.
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Figure 3.6: Real and imaginary parts of the effective perm ittivity as a function
of frequency for different aspect ratios) (a/b) at / = 0.05. The host is glass with
£h = 2.2 and the inclusions are Drude metal particles. Two separate designs are being
investigated (I) a/b - 10 (blue solid line) (II) a/b = 100 (red dashed line).

3.2.5 Bruggeman Theory
The Bruggeman theory or simply the effective medium theory (EMT) is often
used to obtain the effective properties of the composites which cannot be considered
as a m atrix with inclusions (or host-guest). We consider an effective medium with
perm ittivity eef f in which iV-istropic spherical particles with, perm ittivity £j are
present, each occupying a volume fraction f j and

f j = 1 , then according to the

EMT the effective perm ittivity is obtained from [53]
N

£ej j

0

(3.21)

j =i
For a two phase mixture, Eq. (3.21) can be written as:
h £l ~+

l L + h £2 +^ 2 £ef
I Lf = 0

2 £ef f

(3.22)

where /1 + /2 = 1■ The host-guest hierarchy is no longer valid in the case of EMT; the
mixture can be treated symmetrically. This implies that in the case of complementary
mixtures, there is no dissimilarity between the phases i.e., they possess the same
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effective perm ittivity. The Bruggeman formula in the case of randomly distributed
ellipsoidal inclusions is given by [54]:
(3.23)
where r/j are the depolarization factors. EM T is often claimed to provide accurate
results at volume fractions, notably between 1/3 < / < 2/3. Analogous arguments
regarding tunability can be applied here as in the case of the MGT [55].
Stroud [56] has shown that, depending upon the approximation made, the
Maxwell-Garnett theory and Bruggeman or the effective medium theory are solutions of
the same integral equation. In the case of a binary mixture, one can observe that MGT
explicitly distinguishes between the host and embedded inclusions in the heterogeneous
medium. However, EM A treats the host and the inclusions symmetrically (without
any distinction). A comparison to experimental data shows that neither of the theories
is truly superior. Both have their successes and preferable applications. For instance,
Abeles et al. [57] points out th at the optical properties of the composite systems
Ag-Si 0 2 , Si-SiC, and Ge-Al 20 3 predicted by the M GT are compatible with their
experimental observations. On the other hand, in this case, EM T completely failed
to predict the optical response. An excellent agreement between experimental d ata
and the prediction of EMT is reported in the case of effective electrical resistance of
binary mixtures [58].

3.2.6 Extended Effective M edium Theories
Equation (3.17) does not show any dependence of the sphere radius (r) on the
effective permittivity. Thus, MGT can only be applied to systems with an inclusion
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size parameter th at satisfies ker —»■0. Doyle et al. [59] highlights some of the properties
of the Mie theory based extended MG theory that possesses an explicit dependence of
the particle size on the effective permittivity of the composite.

Mie Theory Based Extension of M GT
The effective perm ittivity £ej f of a composite with small spherical particles
embedded in dielectric host

is given by the Clausius-Mossotti equation:
£eff " £ft =
eeff + 2eh
rg

(3.24)

where a is the dipolar polarizability of the inclusions and / — 47r / 3 nrg is the volume
fraction and n is the particle number density. The polarizability in Eq. (3.24) is given
by
3r 3
« = '2 ( 1 7 ] ^

<3-25>

where a\ is the scattering co-efficient obtained from the Mie theory (see Eq. 2.66).
Substituting Eq. (2.66) into (3.25) yields the following extended MG formula:

~ 1 - i2(fcer ) V 3 a , / ) '

(3'26)

Several other approaches have been proposed such as the integral formalism
to obtain the size dependent polarizability of a small spherical particle due to [60],
the dynamical Maxwell-Garnett model [61], and Dungey and Bohrens’s [62] effective
polarizability with coupled-dipole correction. However, most of these theories only
consider the first order corrections due to the finite system size. The effects due to
higher order multipoles, field coupling between the particles, and volume fraction
dependence on the composite are not explicitly discussed.

3.3 Multilayer Com posites
3.3.1 MGT: M ultilayer Cylinder
The problem of coated cylinder discussed in Section 3.1 can be modeled as an
equivalent homogeneous cylinder with an effective perimittivty. Provided th a t the
shell structure is much smaller than the impinging wavelength, MGT can successfully
predict the effective permittivity of the multilayered layered cylinder as a function of
individual layer/shell permittivties.
In Section 2.3, we derived an expression for the polarizability of a homogeneous
sphere (see Eq. 2.38). Using a similar approach, the polarizability of a layered cylinder
with core permittivity e 0 and shell permittivity eq in an environment with permittivity
ee is given by
_

2V

(£ 1 -

£e)(gp + g j ) +

( v-q A ' i ) 2 ( £ q -

gj)(ge +

£i )

97)

e ( £ 1 + g e ) ( £ 0 + £ l ) + ( W r' l ) 2 ( g l ~ £ e ) ( g O — £ l )

where V is the volume of the cylinder. Equation (2.27) is valid only whenthe structure
in Figure 3.1 is smaller than the wavelength. The polarizability is given by [50] if
£i — £q the polarizability in Eq. (3.27) reduces to th a t of a homogeneous infinite
cylinder £q and radius r x. Furthermore, in the limit r 0 —> 0, Eq. (3.27) reduces to the
polarizability of a homogeneous infinite cylinder with perm ittivity £i. If we assume
£\ = 1, then Eq. (3.28) reduces to the polarizability of the homogeneous cylinder of
radius r 0 and perm ittivity £q.
We can conveniently restate the famous Clausius-Mossotti equation to the
present scenario:
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Then substituting Eq. (3.27) in Eq. (3.28), the effective perm ittivity is
Seff

- £e _ y (gj - ge)(gp + g j) + (r 0/ r i )2(£0 - £i)(ge + £j)

ge// + £e

^ ^

(gl + ge) (go + gl) + (r o /r l)2(gl ~~ ge)(gO —gl)

where / = n V is the volume fraction. We can readily generalize the solution in Eq.
(3.29) to include mulitshell structures [43]:
^( e i - £ 2)(ri/r 2) 2+
(E j -

E e f f ~ Ee
£' "

+ £e

(

Ee ) + (E 2 + Ee )

f

e

i
'

+

e

2

'T 't ': -

( £ i + £ 2 ) + ( £ i —£ 2 )

f a + e.) + f a

-

(,1+e2)+(ei- S2) t o l t o i Z r ^

)

::

CHAPTER 4
QUASI-EFFECTIVE MEDIUM THEORY
It is apparent from the previous chapter th at the M axwell-Garnett theory
can predict the effective properties of multilayer inhomogeneous media in the limit
of quasi-static approximation i.e., with the size of the system substantially smaller
than the wavelength of the incident electromagnetic radiation. Thus, MGT places a
serious restriction on the physical dimensions of the composite constituents. It should
be noted th a t there is no exact theory to predict the effective optical response of
multi-layered systems whose sizes are comparable or greater than the wavelength of
the incident radiation.
Recently, the study of optical properties of multi-layer/shells of all sizes have
received greater attention due to applications in electromagnetic cloaking [9, 16, 17,
23, 24]. Here, we consider the problem of obtaining the effective properties of a layered
cylinder without imposing any restrictions on the sizes of the shells.
Before solving for the complex cylindrical structure, let us first study the already
established rigorous theory of multilayered slabs. We must note that the introduction
of effective (input) impedances have played an im portant role in determining the
transmission and reflection coefficient of multi-layer planar composites [63, 64].
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4.1 Q uasi-Effective Medium: ID
Figure 4.1 illustrates the geometry of the problem. Consider a TM-polarized
electromagnetic wave propagating in the x-direction is normally incident on the
interface at x = 0 from the right. The electric and the corresponding magnetic fields
are given by

H0 = A 0eik°xz,

(4.1)

E0 = z0A 0eikoxy,

(4.2)

H x - (A Xetk'x + B xe~ik'x)i,

(4.3)

E i = zx(AxeiklX

(4.4)

-

B xe~ikix)y,

H2 = (A2eik2X + B 2e~ik2X)z,

(4.5)

E2 = z2(A2eik2X - B 2e~ik2X)y.

(4.6)

Now, in media 1 we define the position dependent impedance as
_ i?i(x) _ ^ / A xelklX —B xe~~lkix\
z n x ) - f j x(X) ~~ Zl
+ B xe~ik'x

J

f l — r10e~2%klX\
~ Zl y i + rx0e~2ik'x

J

' ' '

where r i 0 = B x/ A x = —(z0 —zx/ z Q+ zx)e~2lkxo s the reflection coefficient at the (1-0)
interface. Clearly, if x = —x 0 we have
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Zm
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<

Z0

Z l+1

<

►
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►

-X,
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Figure 4.1: Perpendicular incidence of a plane wave on a multilayered structure with
/-layers.

Now we consider the (1,2) interface
E a (-ii)

= z2A 2e - ‘1**' ( l - r 21e2“ " ) z = E

H z t - n ) = Ase-""« ( l + r2,e2fe* ')y =

,

(4. 9)

(4.10)

where we have introduced the reflection coefficient at the (2-1) interface r21 = B 2/ A 2.
Taking the ratio of Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11), we obtain

By solving for the reflection coefficient, we obtain

-

=

<4-i 2>

So the reflection coefficient is equivalent to the case of reflection from a single interface
with effective impedance z\ which plays the role of the input impedance. For I + 1
interfaces the reflection coefficient is
rM ) =

+

(4.13)
Zl + 1
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where the effective impedance is obtained through the recursion procedure
j _|_ Z k - l - Z k c 2 i k i . A k

zk = zk----------------------,
1 _ **l — k e 2 i k k & k ’

(4.14)
'

^

Zk~l+Zk

z0 = z0

(4.15)

where A k = x k — x k-i. Clearly, the TE case can be obtained from the TM case by
replacing

ei

Hi or zi -» 1/zi in Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15).

4.1.1 Invisibility (or Transparency) in ID
Consider a thin layer of impedance Zi sandwiched between two media with
impedance s z0 and z2 as shown in the Figure 4.2. A TM-polarized wave is incident
normally at x = —x\. Using the recursion formula in Eq. (4.14), we write the effective
impedance of the layers z0 and Z\ as:

=1

y

-x

Figure 4.2: A two layered structure for reducing reflections.
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2 _j_ *0-31 c2ifci A!
^ = 2> r r i H b * A 7 '
*0+*l

<4' 16)

5o = zo

(4-17)

In order to achieve total transparency, the reflection coefficient at I — 1 layer i.e.,
r 21 -4 0. By inspection this is possible if zx = z2, i.e.,
I

_j_ * 0 - * l

c 2iki Ai

5 i = « i -J— *r^r-'T-rA"
o - * i (j2?.fci A i = -*2^
Z0+Z1

(4.18)
v
>

Multiplying both sides by e ,fciA> and simplifying yields
(zi {2o + z l ) ~ z 2(z 0 +

2l ) ^ e

+

^.Zxfyo + z\ )

+

2 2 (2o +

2 i ) ^ e * fclAl

= 0.

(4.19)

Taking trigonometric substitution and by further simplifying we get
2( {ziz 0 - zxz2) cos(kxA x) + t(z2z0 - -zjf)sin(fcxAx) = 0^

(4.20)

The above Eq. (4.20) is satisfied if and only if
*iA i = |( 2 n + l ) ,

n = 0,1, • ■• ,

(4.21)

or
Ax = - ( 2 n + 1),

n = 0,1, ■• • ,

(4.22)

and
Z1 = y/zoz2-

(4.23)

This kind of coating is called “quarter-wave coating” . For example, consider a glass
substrate coated a quarter-wavelength thickness at 550 nm i.e., Ax = 0.112 /an with
a m aterial having the impedance 2x = 251.154 or refractive index n x — 1.22. The
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reflectance as a function of the wavelength of such a system is shown in Figure 4.3. A
significant reduction in the reflection from the coated system is noticed at 550 nm
(solid). We also included the reflectance of an uncoated glass substrate for the sake of
comparison (dotted).

5
uncoated glass
4
3

2
1

n,= 1.22

0
0.4

0.6
0.8
Wavelength (gm)

1.0

Figure 4.3: Reflectance of a quarter-wave coated glass slab.

Now we can extend this idea to complex geometries like concentric cylinders
and spheres.

4.2 Q uasi-Effective Medium: 2D
The geometry of the problem is depicted in Figure 4.4. The system consists of I
concentric cylindrical shells with arbitrary shell radii r m(ra = 0 , 1 ,../), and impedances
zm, respectively.

The multi-shell structure is embedded in a host medium with

impedance zi+1. Considering a transfer magnetic (TM) polarization of the incident
radiation (Ho =

z H q),

the magnetic field inside the m —th shell assumes the general

solution of Maxwell’s curl equations for cylindrical symmetry:
OO

H (m) = z H 0 Y , [ A ^ U k m r ) +

/£(fcmr)]ein*,

(4.24)
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where z is the unit vector along the incident magnetic field, </n, and H* are the Bessel
and Hankel functions of the first kind, respectively, km are the wave vectors, and
Aim)and

are the field coefficients.

Figure 4.4: A schematic representing the quasi-effective medium approach for
concentric multi-shell objects, (a) The concentric /—shell system with shell radii rm
and impedance zm is (b) equivalent to a system consisting o i l — m shells and a core
with effective impedance zm and radius r m immersed in a homogeneous background
with impedance Z/+1.

We define the mode dependent quasi-effective impedance at the core boundary
(r = r 0) as
(4.25)
applying the boundary conditions for the magnetic and electric fields at the first
interface leading to the following system of equations for the field amplitudes
A ^ U h r o ) + B ^ H K h r o ) = A ^ J n(k0r0),
zi[A{n J L ( k i r 0) + B ^ H ^ i h r o ) } = z0A ^{ J^(k0rQ)

(4.26)
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where the derivative is taken with respect to the entire argument and

= 0 at the

origin. Taking the ration in Eq. (4.26) and introducing the scattering amplitude in
the first shell Sn'* =

/ A n \ we obtain

J 'n M
Z\

+ SPH ^hro)

J ^ k 0r0)
= ZqM h ^ + S^H ^hro)
Mkoro)

4 0)(ro)-

(4.27)

Using Eq. (4.27) the unknown scattering amplitude can be expressed in terms of the
quasi-effective impedance of the core

ziJ^(kir0)

-

zn
( ]Jn(kir0)

(4.28)

z iH £ (k ir 0) - ^ H ^ k i r o )
We proceed by considering the boundary conditions at the next interface (r = rq),
where we have
H W = j ^ ) Jn{k2r1) +

(4.29)

£ f = - i z 2AC>

(4.30)

Now, taking the ratio of Eqs. (4.29) and (4.30), we obtain
E0)
Jn(k2r1) + S ^ )mn(k2r 1)

\ H SZ( 1 )

= 4 X)(r i) =

(4-31)

which gives for the scattering amplitude
S (2) =

z2J'n(k2r1) - zr (n[l )>Jn(k2r1)

(4.32)

z2H'n\ k 2rx) - ~£]Wn{k2rx)
We note th at Eq. (4.32) is similar to Eq. (4.28) but now with Zn'1 —» Zn'1 and Z\ —> z2.
By proceeding in similar fashion, we obtain the scattering coefficients within each
shell:
g(m+1) _

_

(4.33)
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where the effective quasi-impedance is given as:
= 2 t , (rm) . , ( 4 ! )

_

(4 .34)

Jn(kmrm) + s ir]HUkmrm)
Finally, substituting the scattering amplitude Eq. (4.33) in Eq. (4.34), and simplifying,
we obtain the recurrence sequence:
~ ( m —1) » ( m )

(4.35)
where
»(m)
(A:mrm_i) Jn(fcmrm) Jn(kmrm^\ ) H n (kmrm)
n " H ' ^ r ^ U k ^ ) - J>n{kmrm^ ) W n{kmrmy
A (m) _

"

H n {k m r T n -l)J n (km r m ) ~

/ . o -\

^ (fc m r m -l)^ !^ )

r)(m)
” ”

H n { k TnT m —\ ) J n { k m T rf^

j

- J ; ( t m r ffl- l ) ^ n ( W
J n ( , k m ^ m —l ) H n ( k rn r m ')

K l (kmrm- i ) U k mrm)

- J'(£:mr m l)H}l(kmrm)'

.

.

{ '

J

The recurrence process starts with the quasi-effective impedance of the core
zi0) = z0J^(k0r0) / J n(k0r0). The scattering and extinction cross sections of the entire
system then follow:
A

°°

"£. = T
— E lSi'+ 1,l2’
Ki.'
H+l- n = ~ 00
G{1
e x)t =

(4-39>

4
f

ft/+l
1* TI——00

Under this approach the far-field scattering from a multi-shell structure is equivalent
to th at of a single particle with radius rj and an effective mode dependent impedance
zlP . This is evident by considering the large wavelength limit A:,r, <c 1 where Eqs.
(4.33) and (4.35) reduces to
6’('+d =

«l

r(n)r(n+l)i 2 )

,

U ’+ E .J

1

40)

J
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and
M) , „ £ i ( l - p ? ) + £{n 1}(l+pr)
£n ~* £l----------------- 77—H----------£ l ( l + p f ) + £{n \ l ~ p f )

(4.41)

where
with the large wavelength asymptotic of the scattering amplitude for a single cylindrical
particle with perm ittivity

immersed in a host m aterial with perm ittivity e1* 1.

Furthermore, in the dipolar case the effective perm ittivity Eq. (4.41) coincides with
the classical Maxwell-Garnett theory. More importantly, under the current approach
we can also estim ate the effective im pedance/perm ittivity of an arbitrary monopole
which has an important practical ramification as will be shown below. Finally, we note
th a t the extension of the developed quasi-effective theory for transfer electric (TE)
waves is straightforward and is achieved by exchanging the shell permittivities with
the corresponding permeabilities and vice-versa (£i

//;). We must note that similar

expressions for effective impedance can be obtained for coated spheres by replacing
Bessel functions with Riccati-Bessel functions, manifest resonance behavior for a set
of frequencies u>n, determined by the resonance condition 5R[£^(wn)] = —e 2 (see Eq.
(4.40)), where e 2 is the perm ittivity of the host. Using the Drude model to describe
the m etal perm ittivity of the shell i.e.,

£\(oo)

=

£b

— u j 2 / ( u >2 +

ilucut

), where

is the

contribution due to the bound electrons, u p is the plasma frequency and u T is the
relaxation rate, a straightforward calculation based on Eq. (4.40) gives two discrete
resonance “bands:
n = 1, 2 , 3 . . .

(4.42)
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where

— 1/q~ — (1 —v^ r) /( l + s/p") are the geometrical or depolarization factors

with p = (ro/ri)2 being the surface fraction of the core. For simplicity, in obtaining
Eq. (4.40) we have assumed the core and host materials to have the same permittivity
£2

= to and neglected the terms of the order of ujt /ujp <C 1. The resonance frequencies

as a function of the surface fraction p are depicted in Figure 4.5(a). In the case of purely
metallic particle (p = 0), the response is degenerate with a single resonance frequency
uj0 — wp/sjEy, + c0, referred to as the surface plasmon frequency. The introduction
of a dielectric core (p > 0) result in lifting of the degeneracy or hybridization (see
insert in Figure 4.5(a)) with each monopole manifesting two resonance frequencies
> coo >

, corresponding to anti-symmetric and symmetric mode configurations,

respectively. This type of hybridization is not new and has been already studied
using coupled RC (Resistor-Capacitor) models in core-shell spherical particles [65, 66].
However, w hat makes the introduced quasi-effective medium theory unique is its
inherent simplicity. Complex calculations of the exact field profiles in the system
are not required. The quasi-effective theory provides the exact scattering/extinction
properties of the system, and can be applied for particles with arbitrary sizes. This
is dem onstrated in Figures 4.5(b) and (c), where the scattering cross sections of
small and large core-shell particles are calculated. For small particles with radius
a « A. the far-held scattering manifests resonance behavior at the monopole static
resonance frequencies (Eq. (4.42)), with the dipolar term dominating the response.
For large particles, apart from the monopole static resonances th at are still present
at low frequencies, one observes the appearance of surface plasmon polarition (SPP)
resonances. The SPPs are surface waves that propagate at the core-shell and host-shell
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interfaces and have the typical resonance conditions Aspp — 2 ka /n (n = 0 , 1 , . . . ) ,
with As p

p

being the SPP wavelength.

4.2.1 Surface Plasm on (P SP ) Hybridization
To demonstrate the simplicity and physical insight that is to be gained through
the use of the proposed quasi-effective theory, we consider two practical examples. We
consider the PSP hybridization in a particle consisting of a dielectric core and single
metal shell with perm ittivities e0 and £\, respectively. If the size of the particle is
small compared to the incident wavelength, its extinction cross-section will

P SP hybridization

a s /a

a s /a

P

P

P

Figure 4.5: Particle surface plasmon (PSP) hybridization, (a) The effect of the shell
geometrical factor p on the resonance frequencies are calculated using Eq. (4.18) for a
system comprising of a metal (silver) shell and a core with permittivity equal to that
of the host £o = £3 = 1- (b) The core-shell particle scattering cross section normalized
by the particle radius is calculated using the quasi-effective medium theory Eq. (4.33).
Due to the small particle size a = r 0 = lOnm, the dipolar response is dominant while
the quadruple contribution to the far field scattering is only marginal, (c) For a large
core-shell particle with radius a = 200nm, the scattering cross-section revels both
the quasi-static resonances for large p and the branches due to the surface plasmon
polartiton (SPP) resonances of the shell.

CHAPTER 5
INVISIBILITY
In the preceding chapters, we have discussed scattering and extinction properties
of homogeneous and inhomogeneous cylindrical and spherically symmetric particles.
In Section 4.1, we showed th at the problem of scattering by a coated cylindrical
assemblage can be treated as a homogeneous cylinder/composite media with an
effective dielectric function. In this chapter, we apply these m athem atical methods
and physical insights to explore the possibility of achieving invisibility or cloaking of
an arbitrary object.

5.1 Introduction
A design of an electromagnetic cloak using transformation optics (TO) was first
reported by Pendry et al. [5]. The design was later experimentally demonstrated at
microwave frequencies by Schurig et al. [7]. The idea here is to introduce a coordinate
transform ation th a t maps a point or a line in a virtual space to a finite sized closed
volume in physical space (see Figure 5.1). Note that the finite sized entity in physical
space has no volume in the virtual space. Thus, the light traverses the finite region
in physical space as if it were a point in virtual space without any disturbance. The
expanded region is void of any electromagnetic fields and acts as a cloak. Objects
placed in this void are invisible to the external observers.
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As proposed in Refs. [6] and [7], cloaking a cylindrically symmetric particle
with radius r0 requires the following spatially dependent, anisotropic permittivity (e)
and permeability (/x) profiles for the shell with radius r x:
£r = ^ r = r ~ r ° ,

/K1\
(5.1)

r
£e = Ve = ---------,
r - r0

(5.2)

_(

£z

Virtual S p a ce

rl \
^ ~ ( n - r0 J

r ~ 7'0
r ’

tc ^
( ^

Physical S p a ce

Figure 5.1: A coordinate transformation from a virtual space to physical space. A
point in the virtual space is expanded into a finite volume in the physical space.

where r, 6, z represent the cylindrical coordinates. It is clear from Eqs. (5.1), (5.2)
and (5.3) th at the TO approach requires anistropic media with magnetism at optical
frequencies to achieve invisibility, necessitating the design of complex metamaterials.
Therefore, it is im portant to design cloaking systems th a t can conceal a variety of
objects without involving optical magnetism and using only dielectric materials.
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5.2 Generic M ultishell Cloak
The geometry of the cloak is illustrated in Figure 5.2. An object of arbitrary
shape and perm ittivity c 0 is placed inside a cylindrical or spherical domain of radius
r 0 (core) surrounded by a system of I shells of radii r T, r 2, ...r;(r0 < r x < r 2... < r ;)
and perm ittivities

respectively. The cloak is embedded in a medium

with permittivity se and illuminated by a uniform electric field E0 polarized along the
+ r-axis (or transfer magnetic (TM) wave). In Section 4.2, we obtained a recurrence
formula for estim ating the scattering coefficient of multilayered dielectric particles
with effective perm ittivity elej j immersed in a host environment with perm ittivity se
(see Eq. 4.35). In the long wavelength limit, Eqs. (4.40) and (4.41) can be written as:
(5.4)
where
p i

eff

_

d s i M

-

j _______________a v v

1

4/} ~
j

£i)

_________

de^ + ( l - p ^) ( 4 7 } - £ ^) ,

(5.5)

is the effective perm ittivity of the /-shell system, and pi = (r;_ i/r;)d are the shell’s
surface/volume ratios, and d is the dimensionality (d = 2 or d = 3). We must note
th a t one can obtain the same expressions for the scattering amplitude and effective
permittivity by explicitly solving the boundary value problem in the quasi-static limit.
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(a)

♦ y

z

Figure 5.2: (a) Generic multi-shell cloaking system with shell radii r, and permittivity
£i, a two shell (b) cylindrically symmetric cloaking system, and (c) spherically
symmetric cloaking system.

Alu et al. [16] and Zhou et al. [17] have shown that, in the quasi-static limit,
complete elimination of dipolar scattering can be achieved by a proper choice of
the shells’ radii. In the limit S f —» 0 ( 4 // = se), we obtain a general transparency
condition for /-shell cloaking system, which depends on the object perm ittivity and
size:
Pi =

£/ ~ £ e \
El ~

4 }} )

f e \ f ) + (d ~
\

£e +

( d -

l )£i

1) £ l L (i > 1).

(5.6)

The condition in Eq. (5.6) is a generalized version of the transparency conditions
reported in Refs. [16] and [17] for single-shell and two-shell geometries. As evident
from Eq. (5.6), this design does not require high refractive indices or optical magnetism
as in the case of TO [67]. However, realization of such cloaking systems presents a
serious disadvantage; redesign of the entire cloak is necessitated for any change in the
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object’s properties (fo and r 0 are the permittivity and radius of the object), and it is
applicable only for spherically/cylindrically symmetric objects. Alternatively, here we
propose a different condition to achieve complete elimination of dipolar scattering for
a cloak with I > 2 shells. By inspection (see Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5)), this is achieved
(elef f = £e) if the two outermost cloaking shells have perm ittivities th a t satisfy the
following conditions
_

&i—i

_

n

0,

_ l + P i / { d - l )

se

i - pi

.

(5.7)

Provided a zero index material can be designed, the perm ittivity of the
outermost shell is dependent only on the radii of the Ith, and (I — \ ) th shells which is
in sharp contrast with the transparency condition given by Eq. (5.6). Thus, in the
quasi-static limit, a cloaking system parameterized by the transparency condition Eq.
(5.7) has the potential to cloak objects with arbitrary optical properties. Interestingly,
a striking similarity exists between the cloak designs based on our approach and
those on conventional transform ation optics. In the case of transform ation optics,
perfect cloaking can be achieved provided the permittivity and/or permeability of the
anisotropic shell is zero at the boundary between the shell and the object [68]. Zeroindex materials correspond to a situation where the local electromagnetic field does
not experience a phase shift as it travels through the material. In the case of cloaking,
this also implies a singular value of the local wavelength (A —v oc) or an effective size
of the object equal to zero. This explains why in the case of transform ation optics
and under the here proposed transparency condition Eq. (5.7), the invisibility devices
operate independently of the object geometrical and/or material properties. An object

with an effective size equal to zero does not interact with the impinging light. For the
here-proposed cloak, the simplest realization is the two-shell design.

5.3 Cloak Design and Tunability
5.3.1 M etallic Inner Shell
We consider two-shell cylindrical and spherical cloaking systems [see Figures
5.2(b) and (c)] with air (ee = 1) as the environment. To satisfy the transparency
condition in Eq. (5.7), we use a metallic inner shell whose permittivity is given by the
Drude model:
£m(w) = e'm{u ) +

up
; ; p .— r,
UJ{U + IUJT )

= £b

(5-8)

where u p is the plasma frequency, u T is the relaxation rate, and Eb is the contribution
due to inter-band transitions. At the modified plasma frequency

u p — ujp / y / s l ,

the

m etal perm ittivity e'm(uJp) — 0 ( for ujt /ujp >C 1 ) and a metal shell can be used to
implement the cloak. To characterize the cloak performance, we define the relative
scattering length (RSL), for the cylindrical case d = 2, and relative scattering cross
section (RSCS) for spherically symmetric case d = 3 as
d
_

aR -

a cloak

~d
object

where

cr%loak

and

o * hj ect

I Qd

_
~

\

|2

l,c lo a k \

n\

TUd

i2>
I 1,object I

are the scattering length (scattering-cross section) of the cloak

and object, respectively. Substituting the transparency condition Eq. (5.7) in Eq.
(5.4) and using £2 = £m(^p) = ^m(^p) (here e"m is the imaginary part of the metal
permittivity), in the second order of the small parameter e"m « ebujT/u)p -C 1 we obtain:
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The most important conclusion one can infer from Eq. (5.9) is that the presence
of material dissipation affects the cloak performance with (?%{&?) ~

(u t /

ujp )

increasing

quadratically with the relaxation rate uiT. Moreover, an assessment of Eq. (5.9) also
indicates that a geometrical optimization could be achieved with the scattering having
a minimum at p\ = 1/(1 + \/d). The optimal RSL/RSCS can thus be w ritten as a
function of the outer shell permittivity

R,min

(5.11)

Figures 5.3(a) and (b) demonstrate the cloak performance as a function of the
outer shell perm ittivity e2 for both cylindrical and spherical geometries, respectively.
We chose bulk silver with fuup = 9.1 eV, fauT = 0.02 eV, and £& = 5 [69] for the inner
shell due to its lower dissipative losses. In Figure 5.3, we also included the RSL/RSCS
of the ideal systems (without dissipative losses) along with a silver inner shell for the
sake of comparison. As can be seen from the figure RSL/RSCS of the ideal systems
approaches zero, implying perfect invisibility at the outer shell perm ittivity values
£2 = 5 and e2 = 10 in cases I and II (see Figure 5.3), for cylindrical and spherical
geometries. These results are in excellent agreement with the values predicted by the
transparency condition Eq. (5.7).
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Figure 5.3: (a) Relative scattering length (RSL) and cross-section (RSCS) versus
outer shell perm ittivity for two-shell (a) cylindrically symmetric cloak and (b)
spherically symmetric cloak with inner shell made of bulk silver. Two separate designs
are being investigated in case of cylindrical system: (I) p2 = 0.67 and (II) p2 = 0.82,
and spherical system (I) p2 — 0.73 and (II) p2 = 0.86. The object perm ittivity is
co — 10 and for all cases we use the optimal radii ratio p\ = 1/(1 + Vd). The limiting
case as per Eq. (5.11) is presented with dotted (black) lines.

A significant reduction in scattering for the metal shell systems are also observed
at the predicted outer shell dielectric permitivities c2 (see Figure 5.3, dashed lines). In
the figures we have also included the minimal RSL and RSCS as given by Eq. (5.11),
providing a guideline of the maximal affects that can be achieved with the proposed
design. At the optimal outer shell permittivity, the exact result correlates well with
the predicted values, and for strongly scattering objects, (so H►oo) asymptotically
approaches the limit

(J™sC S - »

e I ( ujt / ujp ) 2 (

1 + 1 /yfd)A ^

1- Finally, we must note that

the cloak based on the metal shell design has inherently a rather narrow frequency
range of operation.

5.3.2 Cloaking System with Com posite Inner Shell
In the previous section we demonstrated and discussed the ability of the bulk
metal shells to provide substantial reduction in scattering at the respective modified
plasma frequencies. However, their response cannot be tuned to operate across a
broader spectral range. In order to tune the response to an arbitrary frequency, we
use nano-composite materials realized by embedding metal inclusions of permittivity
£m in a dielectric host with perm ittivity eh (see Section 3.2). If the inclusions are
randomly oriented ellipsoids with small volume fraction / , the effective perm ittivity
of the composite is given by the Maxwell-Garnett formula (see Eq. 3.18). As we have
already discussed, the effective permittivity of the composite depends on the physical
and geometrical properties of the spheroids. This allows for substantial flexibility
in satisfying the transparency condition in Eq. (5.7). Since Eq. (3.18) is valid for
small volume fractions, usually less than 5%, we study the effects due to change in
the depolarization factor, i.e. the shape of the inclusions or the host material of the
composite, or both. Figures 5.4(a) and (b) illustrate the real and imaginary parts
of the composite effective perm ittivity for different depolarization factors: 77 = 0.1
(prolate spheroids) (solid line) and 77 = 1/3 (spherical metal inclusions) (dotted line)
at / = 0.05. To operate at reduced losses and simplify the design, we consider only
the ellipsoids’ low frequency resonance set by the condition

= —£^(1 —77) / r;.

From e'^(u7op)=0, and for small metal losses {£"mj£'m <C 1), the depolarization factor
that satisfies the transparency condition in Eq. (5.7) can be written as
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where coop is the operation frequency, and the depolarization factor must vary from
r/ = O(needles) to 1/3 (spheres). Concurrently, the operation frequency for a given
depolarization factor is obtained as u op = copf

— £h + 3e/i/(3r/ + / ) . We must

note th a t Eq. (5.12) is only valid for / > 6e/l£^/[(£’^ ) 2 + (£/, ~ e'm) \ and f°r lower
concentrations the transparency condition cannot be satisfied (e'e^ > 0 ) .
Figure 5.4(a) depicts the operational frequency range of the composite cloak.
As can be seen, with air as the host medium, and tuning the depolarization factor of
the ellipsoidal inclusions, the operation frequency range is hwop G (1.14 —3.89)eV.
A similar situation can also be observed in the case of ellipsoidal particles in
the glass host (see Figure 5.4(a) dashed line). However, in the latter case, a red shift is
noticeable with operational frequency in the range huiop € (0.83 —3.74)eV. Thus, it is
apparent from the above discussion that by varying the ellipsoidal aspect ratio and the
composite host material, one can tune the operational frequency over a wide range of
the visible and near-infrared spectra. Nevertheless, one should enforce the restriction
1/3 > T] > 1/10 i.e. ellipsoid aspect ratios within the range 1 < a/b < 3, because the
lower depolarization factors become prohibitive pertaining to the design of the cloak
(the physical size of the system should be smaller than the incident wavelength). This
restriction is sufficiently weak enough to allow effective cloaking throughout the entire
optical spectral range.
To estimate the RSL /RSCS of the composite cloak, we rely on Eq. (4.7) with
the substitution e'm —>s"jj(uiop) and we obtain the composite effective perm ittivity
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using Eqs. (3.18) and (5.12),

e1 = < f / W = M _ i £ L _

(S.13)

We note th at for geometrically optimized design (px = 1/(1 + v/d)), low frequency of
operation and strongly scattering objects (e0 -> oo), the RSL/RSCS asymptotically
approaches the limit

= ( /wJ ‘) ( ^ /T ) '

<5'14)

Figures 5.4(b) and 5.4(c) present the RSL/RSCS of two-shell cylindrical
and spherical cloaking systems with inner-shells made of different metal-dielectric
composites for different outer-shell perm ittivities (e^) at the operational frequency
hou = 1.14 eV. For comparison purposes, we also depict the RSL/RSCS ideal cloaking
system (non-dispersive media), and include air (dotted line) and glass (dashed line)
as the composite host materials. As can be seen, the composite designed with air
as the host media shows a drastic reduction in the scattering/extinction (see Eq.
(5.14)). Again the minimal RSCS and RSL are obtained at outer-shell perm ittivity
(£2) corresponding to the transparency condition Eq. (5.7). As can be seen from the
figures, we also included the geometrically optimized results (See Eqs. (5.10) and
(5.13)) th at closely match the minimal values due to exact calculations.
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Figure 5.4: (a) Depolarization factor for composite host materials
= 1 (solid line)
and £h = 2 (solid line) (dashed line) at different frequencies and / = 0.05. Relative
scattering length (RSL) and cross-section (RSCS) versus outer shell perm ittivity of
two-shell (b) cylindrically symmetric cloaking system and (c) spherically symmetric
cloaking system, respectively. The composite inner shell is designed with two different
hosts: £h = 1(dashed red line) and £h — 2 (dotted green line) at oj = 1.14 eV. In the
plots we also consider two separate shell designs; cylindrical system (I) p2 = 0.67 and
(II) p2 = 0.82, and spherical system (I) p2 = 0.73 and (II) p2 = 0.86. The embedded
object has perm itivity £q = 10 and for all cases we use the optimal shell radii ratio
Pi = 1/(1 + \fd). The ideal lossless cases are represented with solid (blue) lines. The
limiting case (as per Eqs. (5.10) and (5.12)) is presented with horizontal (dotted and
dashed) black lines for both host media.

Finally, to provide a complete picture of the cloak’s performance, in Figures
5.5(a) and 5.5(b) we vary the outer shell perm ittivity e2 and operational frequency
ujgp, respectively. A substantial decrease in the RSL and RSCS are observed across
the entire optical and near infrared spectral range. As predicted by Eq. (5.14), the
scattering increases with increasing frequency to the point where the effect of the shell
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on the scattering cross-section is no longer beneficial (for aR>min > 1 and hwop > 3.2
eV). We should note th at further decrease in scattering may be achieved by increasing
the volume fraction of the spheroids provided the applicability of Eq. (3.18) is not
violated.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Relative scattering length (RSL) and (b) relative scattering crosssection (RSCS) calculated as the function of the outer-shell perm ittivity (s2) and
incident light frequency for a dielectric particle
(e0 = 12) with Eh = 1 and spheroids volume/surface fraction / = 0.05. The shells’
radii ratios are (a) cylindrical system (pi,P 2) = (0.41,0.67), and (b) spherical system
(p i,p 2) = (0.37,0.73).
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5.4 Full Wave Analysis of the Generic Cylindrical Cloak
The transparency condition Eq. (5.7) proposed in this work is valid for small
objects, i.e. those whose physical size is much smaller than the wavelength of the
impinging light. If the object size is comparable to the incident wavelength, the
quasi-static analysis is no longer valid and the transparency condition is expected to
fail. To study this transition and better understand the limiting system sizes of the
design, we perform a full wave analysis of a cylindrical two-shell cloak at optical and
near infrared frequencies.
We consider scattering of a plane TM wave along the ^-direction by a cylindrically symmetric design shown in Figure 1(a). The scattered magnetic fields assume
the general form given in Eq. (4.10) with host medium ee — £;+1. In the case of the
far-field, the scattering length is then given as a sum over all multipoles:
A
j

=

00

Ke n = —oc

r

E

Is

" ! 2 -

<5

- 1 5 >

In the calculations, the geometrical parameters of the cloak are set at the optimal
value pi = 1/(1 + Vd), p2 = 0.67, and the shell perm ittivities are matched to the
transparency condition in Eqs. (5.7) and (5.12).
Figure (5.6), illustrates the RSL of the composite cloak, for cylindrical dielectric
and metal particles serving as an object. As expected, for systems with small overall
sizes (see Figure 5.6(a) and (c)) a drastic reduction in scattering over the entire optical
spectrum is achieved for s2 = (1 + p 2)/ ( l —p2), thus reproducing the quasi-static result.
Compared to a dielectric particle, a RSL across a broader frequency range is observed
in the case of a metallic object. This is due to the dramatic enhancement of the metal
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particle scattering at the surface plasmon frequency husp = hu3p/y /e b + ee = 3.71 eV.
However, as the system size increases (see Figures 5.6(b) and (d)), the transparency
condition in Eq. (5.7) is no longer sufficient to arrest the scattering process. This
is an expected behavior since the contribution of the higher order multipoles in the
scattering cross-length for ker2 < 1 increases with the physical size as
(5.16)
It is straightforward to show th a t the quadruple scattering term of the cloak will
overcome the dipolar term of the object for k,er2 > \/8 p i( l + p2 + P2) (assuming
e0

1). Overall, for particle diameters larger than 400 nm, a substantial reduction

in scattering/extinction cannot be expected in the optical spectral range.
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Figure 5.6: (a) Relative scattering length (RSL) and (b) relative scattering crosssection (RSCS) calculated as the function of composite host perm ittivity (£h) and
operational frequency uiop for a dielectric particle c0 = 10 and spheroids volume/surface
fraction / = 0.05. The shells’ radii ratios are (a) cylindrical system (pi,P 2) =
(0.41,0.67)
, and (b) spherical system (pi, P2) = (0.37,0.73).

Finally, we would like to address the generic property of our cloak design, namely,
its object independence. The condition

1 = 0 leads to el~^ = 0 (see Eq. (5.5)),

regardless of the effective permittivity el~^ of the underlying shell/object substructure.
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This allows the design to cloak virtually arbitrary in shape and composition objects
provided the objects are encapsulated by I < 2 shells.

5.4.1 Full Wave Simulation
To verify the generic properties of the cloak, full wave simulations using a
finite-difference frequency domain (FDFD) software package (COMSOL Multiphysics)
are performed. A metallic rounded star shaped object is placed inside the cloak. The
permitivities of the shells are set at e2 = 5 and E\ — 0 with radii ratio p\ = 0.67
(r2 = 106 nm and r\ = 87 nm). The system is illuminated by a TM polarized from a
point source positioned at 130 nm from the center of the object.
The magnetic field distribution is shown in Figure 5.7. The cylindrical wave
generated by the source smoothly bends around the cloaked region indicating reduced
scattering (see Figure 5.7(a)). The phase fronts remain undisturbed as they exit the
cloak and no shadow formation is noted. Figure 5.7(b) illustrates the magnetic field
distribution when the cloak is removed. In this case, the incident wave is strongly
scattered and the phase fronts appear severely disturbed after traversing the object.
The formation of shadows and presence of resonances within the object are clearly
observed. The difference between the system’s response shows th at the cloak design
based on the transparency condition Eq. (5.7) can considerably reduce scattering
from objects with diverse optical and geometric properties.
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Figure 5.7: Full wave calculations of the relative scattering length (RSL) as the
function of the outer shell permittivity (e2) and incident light frequency for dielectric
particle to = 10 enclosed in a cloaking system with radii (a) r 2 = 50 nm and (b)
r 2 - 100 nm.

5.5 Invisibility by Eliminating Two Arbitrary M onopoles
In the previous sections, we showed th at an object independent elimination
of the scattering due to an arbitrary monopole which can be achieved in a two-shell
system, provided the bottom shell has a near zero perm ittivity (sq —> 0), while the
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top shell has a perm ittivity given by Eq. (5.7). Use of /-shell designs can provide
simultaneously removal of / —1 multipoles from the far-field. As an example, we propose
a three-shell system with shell radius given by the geometric means rm = y/rm- i r m+i
(or equivalently fixed shell’s surface fractions pm = p). Short inspection of Eq. (4.18)
with sq = 0 shows th a t the transparency condition can be satisfied for two arbitrary
monopoles (say n and m) provided
Qn “t" Qm
c 2 — £ 4 -------- 7T—-----------7,

9n9m( 1 T QnQm)

£3 — Qn<lm£2

(5-17)

where qk = (1 —Pk)/( 1 + pk) are the shell’s mode dependent geometrical factors. We
m ust emphasize th a t the same conditions Eq. (5.7) and Eq. (5.17) will hold for TE
polarization under the exchange

o //;.

To demonstrate the concept, we consider a three-shell design that simultaneously
eliminates the dipolar and quadruple radiation. In the calculations, we use an inner
shell made of silver and operate at a frequency equal to the renormalized plasmon
frequency u>p = Up/y/ei — 4.06 eV. Under these conditions the metal perm ittivity
of the I = 1 shell is small, and due to the resistive losses is purely imaginary £\ =
iojT£i,/ujp <C 1. Thus, it satisfies well the near zero perm ittivity condition for object
independent cloaking. The far-field scattering amplitudes are depicted in Figures
5.8(a) and (b), where the object is a dielectric cylinder with permittivity e0 = 10, and
we have fixed the shell’s geometrical param eter at p = 0.7. In the figures, we have
also included the scattering amplitudes due to the two-shell design (Eq. (5.7)) applied
to the dipolar case. As expected in both cases, and for objects with a diam eter of
d, = 2r 0 < 100 nm, the dipolar scattering is dramatically reduced up to a factor of 104.
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However, only in the three-shell design the quadruple terms is eliminated. For large
particles both designs will fail to conceal the object due to the increased importance
of the higher order multipoles and the appearance of SPP resonances. The reduction
of the total scattering corrections as a function of the geometrical factor p of the
shells and the second shell permittivity are shown in Figures 5.8(c)-(f). Provided the
permittivity e2 coincides with the transparency conditions in Eqs. (5.7) and (5.17), the
total scattering cross sections are substantially reduced. Again, the effect is persistent
for particle sizes up to half the wavelength of the incident radiation.

Figure 5.8: Quasi-static cloaks. The dipole (a) and quadrupole (b) scattering
amplitudes vs. the corresponding scattering amplitudes of the object (core) calculated
as the function of the core diameter. Dramatic reduction in dipolar scattering is
observed in the three-shell (red solid line) and two-shell designs (dashed black lines).
The quadrupole scattering is only reduced in the three-shell design as expected.
Schematics of the scattering far-field profiles are also included as inserts with dashed
lines corresponding to elimination of a particular multipole while a solid line correspond
to uninterrupted mode radiation. The effects of the second shell perm ittivity and
geometrical factor p on the total scattering cross section in the case of two-shell (c, d)
and three-shell (e,f) cloaks are calculated for object (core) sizes equal to (c,e) d = 20
nm and (d, f) d = 100 nm. The cloak’s transparency conditions Eqs. 5.7 and 5.17 are
represented with dashed lines. Provided the transparency conditions are satisfied the
total cross sections for small particles are reduced by a factor up to 103. The effect is
persistent for particle’s sizes comparable to the wavelength of the incoming radiation
A = 27Tc/uip = 306 nm. In the calculations, we have used silver to form the internal
near-zero perm ittivity shell.
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In contrast to previous works [18, 19], the proposed cloak designs are object
independent. This im portant characteristic is due to the fact th a t the I = 1 shell
has a near zero perm ittivity which results in an effective perm ittivity of the system
consisting of the object and the bottom shell being effectively zero. A wave incident
on a zero refractive index material will not experience a phase shift, which also implies
a singular value of the local wavelength or an effective size of the object equal to zero.
This fact alone explains why in the case of transformation optics and under the here
proposed transparency conditions, the invisibility devices operate independently of
the object geometrical and/or material properties.
To dem onstrate the object independent operation of the cloak in Figure 5.9,
we consider the interaction of a plain wave with a relatively large cross shaped object.
The introduction of the cloak dramatically reduces the near- and far-field scattering,
which is consistent with the already studied cases of cylindrical objects. Finally, we
must recognize th a t the use of metals to provide near zero perm ittivity of the inner
shell inherently restricts the cloak’s frequency of operation. This problem arises in
invisibility devices based on the transformation optics approach and is one of the
main obstacles in creating such devices. Possible approach toward a tunable operation
may be achieved using metal-dielectric composite materials. The perm ittivity of the
composite depends on the shapes and concentrations of the m etal inclusions, and
thus, the operation frequency where near zero permittivity is achieved can be carefully
tuned.
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Figure 5.9: Object independent cloaking. The scattering effects due to the object
are tested for a cross shape inclusion (see the schematics on the top of the scale
bar) positioned at the core. The size of the inclusion is 100 nm and has perm ittivity
e = 10. (a) The magnetic field profiles under a plain wave illumination with (a)
and w ithout (b) the cloak are calculated using finite difference commercial software

(COMSOL Multiphysics). The bare object strongly disturbs the incoming wave while
the introduction of the three-shell cloak (Eq. 5.17) around the object substantially
eliminates scattering.

CHAPTER 6
QUANTUM INVISIBILITY
The previous chapter outlined the design of a cloaking device th at can render
an arbitrary object invisible to an external observer under illumination with electro
magnetic radiation. In this chapter, we study the quantum analogue of a classical
generic cloak design. The idea is straightforward: The classical wave equation and
Schrodinger’s equation th at represents the state of a quantum system are analogous
to each other, provided we consider a single frequency and proper wave polarization.

6.1 Analogy to Optical Index of Refraction
The time-independent Schrodinger’s equation can be written as [55, 56]:

n2

Hxp = — - V 2?/> + V(r)tp = Eip
2m

( 6 . 1)

where m and V are mass and potential, respectively. E is the energy of the particles.
We may also write Eq. (6.1) in the following form:
V 2ip + k2ip = 0,

( 6 .2)

provided
\j2 m [ E - V)
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(6.3)
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where k is the magnitude of the wave vector. In optics, for a definite angular frequency
u , the wave equation is given by:
V 2F + ^ n 2F = 0,
cz

(6.4)

where n is the refractive index, and c is the velocity of light in vacuum. Schrodinger’s
wave equation now resembles the wave equation of light in a medium with a refractive
index:

"

- 2^

e - v € -

(6-5)

From this analogy, it is apparent th a t the plane wave is a solution of Schrodinger’s
wave equation for a free particle, and so is each partial wave.

6.2 Partial Wave Analysis: Faxen—Holtsm ark’s Theory
Classical (see Section 2.2) [57] analogue of the quantum scattering theory was
proposed by Faxen et. al [58]. A plane wave traveling in the ^-direction is incident
on a spherically symmetric potential. Since each partial wave is also a solution of
Schrodinger’s wave equation, we can expand the incident wave as:
O O

^ = eikz = eikrcos9 = J ^ ( 2 n + l)inj n{kr)Pn(cos 9)

(6 .6 )
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where j n(kr) are the spherical Bessel functions, and Pn(cos9) are the Legendre
polynomials of order n. The scattered wave at a point (r, 0 , 0 ) far away from the
potential has the following form:
= f {9, <!>)-—
r

(6.7)
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where f{6, (f>) is the scattering amplitude. In most of the cases, the potential is
spherical or approximately spherically symmetric; thus the scattering amplitude is
independent of the azimuthal angle 0; mathematically, / (9, <j>) = f(9 ) and can be
expressed in term of partial waves as follows:
OO
/ ( f f » = / ( 8 ) = ^ A > - t P n(cos»)

(6.8)

n= 0

where A n are unknown coefficients, usually complex. Now, we can readily express the
outgoing wave far beyond the region of interaction as:
•0(r, 6 ,4>) = A + A -+ eikrcos9 + f ( 9 , </>)—
r

(r -> oo).

(6.9)

Substituting Eqs. (6 .6 ), (6 .8 ) into Eq. (6.9), we have
O O

*!>-> ^

z)iT'

^

2n + l ) { i nj n(kr)Pn(cos9) + A n— *Pn( c o s 0 ) ^ - } .

(6.10)

n —0

For large distance i.e., r —>oo, we need to consider the asymptotic expansion of the
spherical Bessel function:
jn(kr) ->•

sin ((kkrr - | )
i-j-

(6 .11 )

Substituting Eq. (6.11) into (6.10) and simplifying, we obtain
1

°°

2^ E ?:n(2" + 1){(1- ^ ) exp i {k r ~ Y )

^

n=0

- e x p i( k r 1

= ^

^6-12^

jp „ (c o s 0 )

00

E ( 2n + M 1 - A - > ikr ~ ( - 1 )nr - ikr]Pn(cose)
n=0

(6.13)

The general solution for the time-independent, Schrodinger’s equation Eq. (6.1) with
spherically symmetric potential is given by [56]:
= E ^2 l t ^ in- f n ( r )Pn(cose)
■n
k
t=0

(6.14)

where / n(r) can be obtained from the equation
d2f n . r,2 TU \ n(n + l)
fn = o
+ k2 - U(r) dr2
r£

(6.15)

where k = 2m E /ti2 and U(r) = 2m V (r )/h 2 For r -> oo, the general form of f n(r) and
its asymptotic behavior is given by [56]
C

fn(r)

(
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\

-> anj n{kr) - bnn n(kr) = ^ s i n [kr - — + 5nj ,

(6.16)

where a„, bn are constants and realted to cn and 6n as
tan<5n = —,
ai

c2n = a \ + b2n .

(6.17)

In equating Eq.(6.13), Eq. (6.14), the asymptotic result, and (6.16), and solving for
A n and cn, we obtain
An = [1 - exp(2i<Jn)],
cn = exp (i8n).

(6.18)
(6.19)

Substituting Eq. (6.18) into Eq. (6 .8 ), yields the scattering amplitude:
1

OO

f(0 ) = 2^ E ( 2^ + 1 )t 1 _ exp(2^n)]Pn(cos6>).
n=0

The differential scattering cross-section is

(6.20)
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finally, integrating the integral Eq. (6.21) over the solid angle, we obtain the total
scattering cross-section [56]:
a = 2n

r*

47t
a (9)sm dd6 = — V ^(2n + l)s in 2 <5n.
k «=o

(6.22)

One can also express a in terms of /(0 ). Eq. (6.19) for 0 = 0 becomes
1

/( ° ) = ^

°°

_ exp(2i<5„)].

(6.23)

n=0

By comparing it with Eq. (6.22), we get
<r = y 3 { / ( 0 ) } .

(6.24)

Eq. (6.24) is known as the optical theorem (see Eq. 2.23). This implies th a t the
scattering of a beam of particles by an obstacle removes an amount of the incident
particle beam proportional to a behind the scattering region 6 = 0.

6.2.1 Phase Shifts
The Sn represents the phase shift between the asymptotic forms of the radial
functions of the solution of Eq. (6.16). It is apparent from Eq. (6.22) th a t the
scattering cross-section is determined Sn. Provided th a t Sn = 0 or n, a —> 0 i.e.,
m atter waves traverse a region in space without any perturbation.

6.3 Tw o-D im ensional Scatterer
The wave equation is given in Eq. (6.1). For a 2D scatterer with cylindrically
symmetric potential V (r ) (see Figure 6.1), the time-independent Schrodinger’s equation
for an incident beam of particles can be written as
V fy i + Af0i = 0

(6.25)
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where Aq = y/2m ,\Efh. Since i/j(r) must vanish at the origin, the admissible general
solution inside the scatterer is
= A nJn(k0r ),

(6.26)

where A n is an arbitrary constant, n is the angular momentum quantum number, and
kQ= y/2 m 0(E —Vq)/h. Outside the scatterer the general solution is

Figure 6.1: 2D scatterer with radius r 0 and effective mass m 0 located in an
environment with effective mass m \.

^ = B n Jn{ h r) + SnYn{ h r )
where

(6.27)

Jn, Yn are the Bessel functions of the first and second kind,respectively.

Matching the logarithmic derivative 7 = (///ik at r = r 0,
, Jn (k or 0) =

°4 (V o )

B nJ^jhro) + S n Y ^ h r p )

1 B nJn(kir0) + SnYn(kir0) '

Far away from the potential i.e., r —» 0 0 , using the asymptotic forms [60]
J n (k iro )

Yn{kir0)

->• yj-— y

(W o - ^m r -

(6.29)

^ / - ^ y s i n (fcir0 - ^m r -

(6.30)

COS
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The wave function outside the scatterer Eq. (6.27) becomes

n h ro

B n cos (k ir Q- ^ n 7r - ^ 7r) + Sn sin (kxr0 - ^nir - ^ 7^

= C n y ^nkxro
7 cos ( * i r ° ~ l n7r ~ \ ' K + Sn)

(6.31)

(6 -32)

where Cn is an arbitrary constant and
tan<5n =

(6.33)

Bn

Using Eq. (6.28), we can write (6.33) as

tani" =

M » ( * i r o) ~ I n J u i h r o )

lc 0/lN

i.YifMr,)

(6'34)

-7

MM)

where
7n =

(6.35)

Jnikoro)

6.3.1 Differential Scattering Am plitude
For a cylindrically symmetric scatterer, the asymptotic form of the scattered
wave away from the interaction region assumes the following form:
4>{r, e) = il>i + i p , ^ eikrcos9 + f { d ) ~ ,
vr

(r -> oo),

(6.36)

where
OO

eikrcos0 =

inJn(kir )eme.

(6.37)

n = -o o

By substituting Eq. (6.37) into Eq. (6.36), we get
00

„ikr

V;(r,9) = Y , inU k i r ) e ine + f { B ) ^

(r -> oo).

(6.38)
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By inspection the asymptotic forms in Eq. (6.32) and Eq. (6.38) must be equivalent
i.e.,
I

/
E ‘"cos (fc.ro

2

I—o—

1

-n n
2

00

= J

„ikr

1

(6 .3 9 )

-

1

1

Cn cos ( fcir° “ 2niT ~ 4 7T + sn ) eme-

(6-40)

n = -o o

By writing cosine function in complex exponential form and equating the coefficients
of elkr and e~%kr, we get
i n e (-l/2 n ^ - l/4 7 r )ie m0 + ^ * 7 / ( 0 ) = ^ ( - l / i n n - l / i * ) i e i6n jnO^

^

TI——00
OO

jn e (l/2n-ir+l/4ir)ie in6 __ Q ^ p(l/2mr+l/4T:)ie -iSnein0^

(6.42)

7 1 = — OC

From Eq. (6.42), we can write
Cn = inei5n.

(6.43)

Substituting Eq. (6.43) in Eq. (6.41) and solving for the scattering amplitude, we get
m

1

00

= -J = £
»
1n
7 1—
=—
— rv
OCi
2^

(6.44)

OO

^
eiSn sm dneimd,
7rfcx 7 1 = — OC

(6.45)

and the two dimensional differential scattering width is given by [61]
oo
2
^
ei<5" sin Sneim6

(6.46)

6.3.2 Low Energy Limit
Considering particles with De Broglie’s long wavelength (low energy) and a
scatterer with a small size and with no potential (Vq = 0 ) i.e., in the limit k irQ <C 1
Sn in Eq. (6.34) reduces to
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For .s(n = 0) partial waves,
4

(6.47)

For p(n = 1) partial waves,
7r [ mo — m \
4 \ m Q+ m i

( V o )2

(6.48)

Eqs. (6.47) and (6.48) are analogous to Eqs. (2.99) and (2.100), the long wavelength
approximations of the scattering coefficient due to scattering of TM electromagnetic
waves by a 2D scatterer.

6.4 Generic Quantum Cloak
6.4.1 Single Shell Cloak
The geometry of the problem is depicted in Figure 6.2. The system consists of
a cylindrical shell of radius rq with an effective mass m i, and potential Vi around a
core with radius r 0, effective mass m0, and potentials Vo in an isotropic homogeneous
environment with mass m2. The structure is illuminated by spineless quantum particles
of energy E and definite momentum. These particles satisfy the time-independent
Schrodinger equation given by Eq. (6.1).
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V, V, m t

Figure 6.2: M atter wave incident on a 2D multilayer scatterer with a layer radii r 0,
rq and effective mass m 0, m i, respectively. Located in an environment with effective
mass m 2.

Since 'tp(r) must vanish at the origin, the general solution inside the scatter is
(6.49)

^0 — An</n(A)or),

where A n is an arbitrary constant and kQ = y/2m 0(E — V0)/h . Inside the shell, the
most general solution is
(6.50)
where kx = y /2 m i(E —V i)/h, B n, and Cn are arbitrary constants. Outside the
core-shell structure, the solution is
(6.51)

t/>2 = Jn(k2r) + SnYn(k2r),

where k2 — \J2rn2E /h and S n is the scattering coefficient. Applying the boundary
conditions in Eq. (6.28), we get
AnJn{kQf) — BnJn{k\v) 4- C^V^Aqr)

(6.52)
r=ro

Q ^-(^A „ J'n(k0r )) = E ( B M k , r ) + C J X .k ,r ) )

(6.53)
r—ro
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B nJn{kir) + CnYn{kxr) = Jn(k2r) + SnYn{k2r)

(6.54)
r=ri

+ C „ K f t r ) ) = £ ( j ' „ ( b r ) + SnY ^ k 2r ))

C

(6.55)
r=ri

where
1

if V < E

<0 = <

(6.56)
if V > E

where (•) = 0 or 1 . Solving Eqs. (6.53)-(6.56)for the scattering coefficient, we get,
o =

fee4 (fe er1)[if^(fc1r1)Aw + J ^ k in ) } - C iM n (fceri)[Jn(fciri) - H ^ k ^ A n ]
C i W ( k en ) [ J n( ki r i ) + H l i h n ) A„]

71

- K H l i K r ^ i h n ) An + J U h r , ) Y
(6.57)

A

=

^ k i J n ( k i r o ) J n ( k or o) ~ Cok o J n { k or o ) J n ( k Y o )
( o k o H X ( k i r 0) J n ( k 0r 0 ) - ^ k x J ^ k o ^ H ^ k i r o ) '

,

.

For slow particles (usually ultra cold particles) with an incident De Broglie wavelength
much greater than the size of the scatterer i.e., ker <C 1, one can write Eq. (6.57) as:
_ ,-( fce n )2 ( ( m p + m i ) ( w i - m e ) + ( m 0 - m i ) ( m i + m e ) p 0 \

5

4

1

y (m 0 + m 1)(m 1 + me) + (m 0 -

- m e)p0J

where po = (r0/ r i ) 2. In the limit Sn —» 0, we obtain a transparency condition for
single shell cloaking system, which depends on the core, shell potentials and effective
medium masses:
Po

'r 0\ 2
m
Vri/

( m i - m e) ( m i + m 0)
ml ± - ^
(rrii ~ m 0)(mx + me)

(6.60)

However, for s waves, the approximate form of Eq. (6.57) for small particles is
So = - — ( l - kom im ePa(a - * im » r o .( l - PojCi | (
4 \
k^m 0m,1
1

?

^
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In the limit S0 —>• 0, the transparency condition for s waves is given by:

P“

1 - (1 - 7i)Ci
(1 - ToKo + (1 - 7i)Ci

( ' ’

where y0 = V0/ E and 71 = V \/E . Note th a t the transparency condition for s waves
i.e., Eq. (6.62) is a function of energy E, and the potentials Vo, Vi of the core and the
layer, respectively. However, the transparency condition for p waves i.e., Eq. (6.60),
depends only on the radii ratio po, and the effective masses m 0 and m i of the core
and the layer, respectively. For a system with E > V0 and E > Vi, we can write the
transparency condition Eq. (6.62) as:
A= —
1 -

(6. 63)

Po

where A = —Vi /V q. Apparently, the transparency condition Eq. (6.59) is independent
of the effective mass of the particles, and incident energy. The potentials required for
the cloak (with E > Vo and E > 14) to achieve invisibility as a function of the radii
ratio po are shown in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Ratio of the cloaking potentials as a function of radii ratio p 0 that satisfy
the transparency condition in Eq. (6.59).
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However, in general, one can consider the transparency, as can be seen from
Eq. (6.62). Figure 6.4 depicts the parametric space where the physical solutions for
the shell potentials to satisfy the transparency condition in Eq. (6.62).

Radii Ratio (p0)

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4

0.2
0.0

-

2

-

1

0

1

2

Vc/E

Figure 6.4: Parametric plot depicting suitable values of shell potentials for achieving
invisibility in the case of s waves.

Realizations of such cloaking systems present a serious disadvantage; redesigning
of the entire cloak is necessitated for any change in the object’s properties (ra0, r 0 and
Vo are the effective mass, radius and potential of the object/core), and it is applicable
only for spherically/cylindrically symmetric potentials [21 ].

6.4.2 M ulti-Shell Cloaking System
The system consists of I concentric cylindrical shells with arbitrary shell radii
rm(m = 0,1,../), and impedances ram, respectively. The multi-shell structure is
embedded in a host medium with impedance mj+1. Considering the incident m atter
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wave ip, the wave equation inside the m —th shell assumes the general solution for
cylindrical symmetry:
OO
= £ l A f 'U k n T ) +

r))e‘»*.

(6.64)

n=-oo
By proceeding in similar fashion as in Sections 4.2 and 5.4, for n > 2,the scattering
coefficientfor the cold particles incident on a very small obstacle i.e., keri <C 1 , can
be written as:
S ln = rf — ------n
l m le ff + m e

6.65

where
t
, 2 m/p/(m'}} - m,)
. ,--------m iff — mi H----- --------------,
2m i +

(1 -

P i)(m e ff -

(6.66)

m i)

is an effective mass of the 1-shell system, and pi = {ri^\/ri)d are the shell’s sur
face/volume ratios. We must note th a t using the natural condition m Q
ej f = m e,
Eqs. (6.65) and (6 .6 6 ) provide a straightforward recurrence formula for estimating
the scattering coefficient of multilayered particles in the quasi-static approximation
without explicitly solving the boundary value problem. This rendering of the problem
also gives an intuitive understanding of the scattering process as that of an equivalent
spherical/cylindrical particle with effective mass m lefj immersed in a host environment
with mass m e.
Alternatively, one can propose a different condition to achieve complete
elimination of scattering for a cloak with I > 2 shells. By inspection (see Eqs.
(6.65) and (6 .6 6 )), this is achieved {mle ff — m e) if the two outermost cloaking shells
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have effective masses th at satisfy the following conditions:
m,_ i = 0,
mt = me

(6.67)
(l+pi)/(d-l)

------------- .
1 ~Pi

(6 .6 8 )

Provided a material with zero effective mass for the I - 1-th shell, the effective mass of
the outermost shell is dependent only on the radii of the Ph, and (I — I f h shells which
is in sharp contrast with the transparency condition given by Eqs. (6.60). Thus, in
the quasi-static limit, a cloaking system parameterized by the transparency condition
in Eqs. (6.67) and (6 .6 8 ) has the potential to cloak objects with arbitrary electronic
properties. Furthermore, the conditions m;_a —>0 allows the cloaking of objects with
arbitrary potential shapes, provided it is immersed within shells of an order lower
than I — 1 .

6.4.3 Two-Shell System
We consider a two-shell cylindrical and spherical cloaking system with GaAs
(me = 0.067) as the substrate. To satisfy the transparency condition in Eq. (6.67), we
utilize a InSb inner shell with an effective mass of 0.013 and AlSb as an outer shell,
where crfloak and of)h-ect are the scattering length (scattering-cross section) of the cloak
and object, respectively.
Figure 6.5 illustrates relative scattering length as a function of the radii ratio.
For comparison, we include the RSL of the ideal systems (with effective mass of the
inner shell exactly zero) and with a InSb inner shell for different outer shell radii
(I) r 2 = 2 nm (Red), (II) r 2 = 5 nm (Blue), and r 2 = 10 nm (pink). The RSL of
the ideal systems approaches zero, implying perfect invisibility at the outer shell’s
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effective mass value of m 2 = 0.14. These results are in excellent agreement with the
values predicted by the transparency condition Eq. (6 .68 ). A significant reduction in
scattering for the InSb shell systems is also observed at the predicted outer shell’s
effective mass m 2 (dashed lines).
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r,/r2
Figure 6.5: Relative scattering length (RSL) versus the radii ratio cylindrically
symmetric cloak. The ideal case as per Eq. (6 .6 8 ) is presented in solid lines. The
dotted lines represent RSL with respect to physical materials. The inner and outer
shell made of InSb (m 3 = 0.013) and AlSb (m 2 = 0.102) respectively. The host is
GaAs with electron effective mass rne = 0.067. Three separate designs are being
investigated in case of cylindrical system: (I) r 2 = 2 nm (Red), (II) r 2 = 5 nm (Blue)
and r 2 = 10 nm (pink). The object electron effective mass is ra 0 = 0.083.

To characterize the cloak’s performance, we define the relative scattering length
(RSL), for the cylindrical case d = 2, and relative scattering cross-section (RSCS) for
spherically symmetric case d = 3 as:
qd

d

®cloak

1,cloak

object

s i object

(6.69)

Figure 6.6 illustrates the RSL of the cylindrically symmetric cloak for an arbitrary
object. As expected, for systems with small overall sizes, a drastic reduction in
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scattering over the entire optical spectrum is achieved for m 2 = (1 + P 2) / ( 1

thus

reproducing the quasistatic result. However, as the system’s size increases (see Figure
6.7), the transparency condition in Eq. (6 .6 8 ) is no longer sufficient to arrest the
scattering process. This is an expected behavior since the contribution of the higher
order multipoles in the scattering cross-length.

Relative Scattering Width

0.0 0.2

0.4

0.6 0.8 1.0
P,
F ig u re 6 .6 : Relative scattering length/width (RSL) versus the radii ratio cylind
rically symmetric cloak. The ideal case as per Eq. (5.61) is presented. The inner and
outer shell made of m i = 0.0 and m 2 = 0.102, respectively. The potentials or the
band offsets are V0 — 0.48, Vi = 0.60, and V2 = —0.28, respectively. The host electron
effective mass m,e = 0.067. The object electron effective mass is ra 0 = 0.083.
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Relative Scattering Length
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Pi
Figure 6.7: Relative scattering length/width (RSL) versus the radii ratio cylindr
ically symmetric cloak. The ideal case as per Eq. (5.61) is presented. The inner and
outer shell made of m i = 0.013 and m 2 = 0.102, respectively. The potentials or the
band offsets are V0 = 0-48, V\ = 0.60, and V2 = —0.28, respectively. The host electron
effective mass m e = 0.067. The object electron effective mass is m 0 = 0.083.

CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Concluding Remarks
This dissertation treated the problem of electromagnetic and quantum invisibil
ity. A generic clocking device design independent of object’s properties is demonstrated
with realistic materials.
We have provided a comprehensive review of the electromagnetic and m atter
wave scattering theory for 2D and 3D systems. A brief review of the Maxwell-Garnett
theory (MGT) and Bruggeman effective medium theory (EMT) was presented. We
discussed the effective optical properties of the composites using MGT and EMT. We
also looked at corrections to the MGT theory, which incorporates first order terms due
to the particle sizes. The spectral tunability of the composites over a broad frequency
range is also discussed. A through review of layered cylindrically symmetric composite
material was presented in the quasi-static regime of operation.
We proposed a quasi-effective medium theory for multi-layer concentric cylindri
cal systems. Our approach allows for exact calculations of the scattering and extinction
properties of such composite objects. In the large wavelength limit the quasi-effective
medium theory reproduces the MGT in the case of the dipolar response but also
provides the effective properties for higher multipoles. The proposed methodology is
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easy to implement, do not require tedious calculations of the field amplitudes, and
provides important insights in the optical properties of complex systems. Applying the
theory we have determined the complete set of hybridization resonances of multi-shell
metal-dielectric particles.
We propose a generic cloaking system based on zero-permittivity composite
materials. The proposed analytical model and full wave calculations show th a t a
dram atic suppression of dipolar scattering can be achieved for an arbitrary object
enclosed within a multi-shell cloaking system.

A reduction of scattering across

the entire optical spectrum for dielectric objects using realistic shell materials is
demonstrated. This study provides a new direction for achieving optical invisibility
without the use of metamaterials and also underlines the role of zero-index materials

in the general phenomenon of optical transparency. Moreover, we have developed new
type of electromagnetic cloak that are object independent and eliminate two successive
monopoles from the scattering cross-section.
An optical analogue of a quantum mechanical cloaking system is proposed. A
transparency condition independent of the objects electronic and geometrical properties
is proposed in the quasi-static regime of operation for p waves. The suppression of
dipolar scattering is demonstrated in cylindrically symmetric systems. The proposed
design is generic in the sense that it is independent of the objects material, geometrical
interaction potential properties. A transperency condtion for s waves is also derived.
Unlike higher-order multipoles, the transparency constion for s waves has a strong
dependence of material, geometrical and interaction potential properties of the object.
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7.2 Future Work
The focus of this dissertation was on the design of the generic cloaking device
with realistic materials and without optical magnetism. Considerable amount of work
has been done in the static aspects of 2D and 3D cloaking systems. Some of the areas
for future work are:
1 . Cloaking irrespective of objects shape like prolate spheroids, airfoils etc. Investi

gation of new conformal maps to achieve optical transparency in macroscopic
regime without optical magnetism
2. To develop a new approach for achieving invisibility of a moving object by
reducing its scattering cross-section through appropriate choice of the geometrical
and optical properties for the shells/layers that enclose the object.

3. To study the quantum scattering from index of refraction perspective using the
formulation similarity in the wave equation and obtain the effective medium
theory for multilayered structures irrespective of the size of the system.
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